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Abbreviations

NEC % Nigerian Railway Corporation, Lagos - Ebute hetta

OCDM : Organisation Commune Dahomey-Niger des Chemins de Fer et des

Transports, Cotonou

GEP : Ghana Railways and Ports, Takoradi

CFT : Reseau des Chemins de Fer du Togo, Lome

CFM : Regie des Chemins de Fer du Mali, Bamako

CFS : Regie des Chemins de Fer du Senegal, Thies

ONCFG : Office National des Chemins de Fer de Guinee, Conakry

RAN : Regie du Chemin de Fer Abidjan - Niger, Abidjan

NIOC i National Iron Ore Company, Liberia

LMC : Liberia Mining Company, Liberia

BMG ( Bong Mining Company, Liberia

UIC : Union Internationale des Chemins de Fer9 Paris

RIV : Regolamento Internationale Veicoli, Erfurt edition, 1.3.68

RIC : Regolamento Internationale Carozze, Madrid edition, 1.1.67

AAR : Association of American Railroads

BS : British Standards

CAS : Crown Agents Specifications

ADB : African Development Bank

EAE : East African Railways, Nairobi

SAR : South African Railways and Harbours

ME : Malawi Railways

SA : Republic of South Africa

FED : Fond European de Developpement

OFEROM : Office Central de Chemins de Fer de la France d'outre-mer
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A. GENERAL

This report is an extension of the document E/CN.I4/TRANS/WP.25
entitled "Technical and Economic Study of Railway Linkages in the African

Region".

The background of this study was to clarify some differences between

African railways, to propose some linkages due to the future economical
developments in the African countries and to give some rough figures about
the costs of conversion of technical discrepancies, f.i., conversion of

gaugess couplings and brake-systems.

It was mentioned further on that an economic integration of African

railways would only be successful if the governments and the railways agree

to the necessity of standardizations in the field of general railway opera

tions, maintenance and delivery specifications.

It must be pointed out again that the future economic developments

in African countries are closely connected with the transport facilities.

Among the road-, waterway - and air-carriers, the railways have and will

have a dominant position. This study and as veil as the document

E/CN.I4/TRANS/WP.25 should be a contribution for proposals of solutions. :

of the future problems to which the railways seem to be faced.

In order to have an idea about the volume of work in this field, some

detailed data were collected from the:

Nigerian Railway Corporation (NBC), Nigeria;

Organisation Commune Dahomey-Niger des Chemins de Fer et des Transports

(0CDN)? Dahomey;

Ghana Railways and Ports (GEP), Ghana;

Reseau des Chemins de Fer du Togo (CFT), Togo?

Regie du Chemin de Fer Abdijan-Niger (RAN), Ivory Coast;

Office National des Chemin de Fer de Guinee (ONCFG), Guinee;

Regie des Chemins de Fer du Senegal (CFS), Senegal.

This study follows a similar one for the East African Railways in

Kenya9 Uganda, Tanzania, Zambia, Malawi, Sudan and Ethiopia.

The studies should be seen as preliminary ones and as a basis for

discussions between the governments and the railway authorities as soon

as possible. It is to be understood that this report does not claim to

be complete.
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B. TECHNICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE RAILWAYS AND COMMENTS HERETO

The railways visited are working independently from each other.
JUo rail links between these railways are existing. Beside these railways
there are six other railway companies which are listed in Appendix I.

These railways, except the Sierra Leone Railways, Cline Town, are iron
ore railways without any public transport duties. It could be heard that
the Sierra Leone Government should have decided to close the Sierra Leone
Railways due to the bad condition of the rolling stock and due to the small
transport volume carried.

The total route length of all railways in Nigeria, Dahomey, Togo. Ivory
Coast, Ghana, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Guinea, Senegal and Mali are approxi
mately 10,212 km (see App. 2), the total number of railway rolling stock
are approximately 16,912 pes. (see App. 2). In comparison with the biggest
combined railway network in the Southern Africa (gauge width 1067 mm), which
comprends the railways in South Africa, Mozambique, Angola, Zambia, Rhodesia,
Congo (Kinshasa) and Malawi the railways in the West Africa Region have the
following portion.

Route length (km)

Track length (km)

Numbers of vehicles

West-Africa Region

10,212

10,767 1/
16,912

Combined

SA-Network

34,202

45,913 1/
147,000

Portion

*

29.9

23-5

11-5

q ^L SGen that the influence of the combined railway network in
South Africa is dominant on the question of standardizations and operating
regulations. Therefore it should be recommended to consider the regulations
decrees, etc. of this combined network. Where it seems necessary ECA ,
recommends figures and regulations which are mainly based upon the UIO^
regulations. ECA believes that the UIC regulations are the most detailed
ones because the UIC is the biggest railway union in the world with 42
active and associated members (inol. 9 in Africa, f.i. Togo, Dahomey, Ivory
Coast, Senegal) approximately 2.98 mill vehicles and a total track length
of 690,000 km. The experiences of all these railways are the foundation on
which the regulations are based.

In order to facilitate the comparison of data between the visited
railways, a questionnaire was sent to the railway with the request to

?T°J?5xete itB startinS fronJ the experience of the European Railway Union
(UIC;, railway linkages with mutual utilization of vehicles of all rail
ways should be prepared in three steps with:

1/ Source s "World Railways 1967/68" and "Annual Report" of some railways.
2/ See abbreviations.
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Decrees and regulations for the international
to which tracklines and vehicles should meet and which
should be decided by all representatives of African

countries;

Decrees and regulations for the standardization of opera
tion, transport stock, traction, way and works and tech
nical specifications for material which should be decided
by all African railway companies; and

Conditions for mutual utilization of vehicles in the
international traffic in Africa, which should be decided

by all African railway companies.

The questionnaire and the answers hereto could be seen in App. 3-

COMMENTS TO THE FIGURES (See App. 3)

B 1. GENERAL - TRACKLINE

Question 1 (Gauges)

As mentioned in ECA document E/CN.14/TRANS/WP.25, the mostly used
gauge in Africa is 1,067 mm (3'6») and therefore it is the recommendable

future standard gauge.

Only 18 per cent of the railway tracklines south of the Sahara have
sause width of 1,000 mm. An integrated railway system should have a
uniform gauge width as far as possible. The question to all participants
of an integrated railway system with different gauges is how a border
crossing traffic could be realized. The possibilities up to now are as

follows:

(1) Gauge converting of the tracklines of all railways with 1,000 mm

into 1,067 mm;

(2) Utilization of containers, which must be shifted at the

connection points?

(3) Utilization of convertible wheel sets into a limited number
of wagons, which enable a gauge converting of cars by
simultaneous running under low speed over a 1,000/1,067 mm

transition rail;

(4) Changing of bogies on the border (maximum efficiency
5,000 t/day and converting depot or 1.5 +1-8 mil.

t/year);

(5) Shifting of cargoes by hand from one car into the other
(maximum efficiency 200 t/day and station or 70,000 +
73,000 t/year) at the connection points.
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into

The possibilities of points 2, 4 and 5 are generally known; the
techniques are proved. ECA document E/CN.I4/TRANS/WP. 25 reported on
page 66 about the convertible wheelsets. The time for the offers is
passed and the UIC office ORE (Office de Recherches et d'Essais?
Utrecht Netherlands) has examined 48 proposals. Some proposals are
recommendable, but a certain time for practical examinations must still
be taken into consideration.

The possibility of gauge converting is, without any doubt, the
simplest solution but the more costly one. If it is supposed that the

stock and the trackline are prepared for a conversion from 1,000'mm
)67 mm gauge width the costs - not including:

Costs for prepayments and service departments;

Costs for conversion departments;

Costs for additional spare parts for the rolling stock;

Costs for labour transport, housing and food of the gangs,
medical service, etc.;

Loss of revenues during the conversion times

Transport costs of urgent goods during the conversion by
hiring lorries may be estimated withs

4 axle diesel locomotive US$580.00^

Bogie vehicle US$ 72.00^/

2 axle vehicle ys$ 43,00^/

Track conversion including switches 3/ US$322.00 km^/

The above mentioned "not including costs and losses" must be calcula
ted separately for each railway. As far as f.i.9 the East African Rail
ways are concerned it could be estimated that these costs could increase
the track conversion costs up to 2,400 US$/km. It is however always
difficult to calculate costs 25-30 years ahead of time. But for the future
prospects in rail transportation it is of tremendous importance to know the
conversion costs and whether these costs are justified. That means,

whether the volume of transport goods, which run in, through and out of
a country with another gauge than 1,067 mm, reach such an amount that
other possibilities as mentioned on page 3-4, points 2-5, are not economical,
it may be possible that these costs are demanding for a border crossing
traffic which, even under the most optimistic suppositions, could never be
realized. In this case a conversion is out of any discussion. Nobody

1/ Source s East African Railways Report 1967. These figures are more or
less the same worked out in the ECA document E/CN.14/TRAHS/¥P.25, App.25

2/ Source 1 ECA document E/CN.14/TRANS/WP.25, pages 69-72, based upon
figures of the East African Railways, Nairobi,

2/ Assumption : All sleepers are convertible ones.
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parts

raTporTbetwefn Spain and the
a gauge of 1,435 mm (except Roumama) istZtl parts^lT

not "big enough to justify the costs.

tkm.

of

If the amount of the conversion costs con.es under optimistic prognosis

crossing transports in such dimensions which could never be
then discussions about the future actual costs are a waste of

time.

Avv 4 gives a calculation under which circumstances a gauge conversion
would be feasible. The diagrams 1-4 show the relation between the necessary
fir rosing traffic and the conversion costs and further the minimum

earnings/tkm (revenues/tkm - costs/tkm) which must cover the additional
caP?taf cost of the conversion. Out of diagram 4 it can be seen that with
an estimated border traffic of 1,200 mil. tkm, an earning of 0.2 USct/tkm
and conversion costs of 44 mil. US$, only 0.16 USct/tkm are necessary to
ooverTe additional capital cost per year (interest 5-5 per cent, deprecia-
t£n 60 years) and that 0.04 USct/tkm = USS48O,OO0 are net earnings result-
ing from "border traffic.

Generally it could be said that a conversion of a whole railway system
could be feasible if, under consideration of a certain amount of earnings
per%m (revenues per tkm running-cost per tkm) and estxmated oonversxon
costs Ki - at least the following transport volumes may be expected

(see Table l).

Table 1

Conversion Costs in Mill. US$

Minimum crossing border trans

port volume in Mill, tkm/year
to cover the conversion capital

costs under the assumption of

a^net earning/tkm of USct 0.1 -

23 44 75 1Q°

1(7OO-3,35O 2,200-4,500

l/ World Railways, 1967/68.
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Table 1 (Cont'd)

Minimum crossing border trans-
port volume in Mill.
— -— ^ —— —-* _i_ j_ j_ f

(average haul 700 km)
0,79-1,4 1,4-2,85

a P0S8ibleW^^^^^^'^$£*£?
1. Dahomey

(a) Wheelsets

Up to now oniy the wheelsets of bogies of rail cars are

^rron^hfa^ie'^urinto lj06T mm *ysMfting ^
and the brak^u^ JiTSLToSS ^^,5^-
is still unsolved. The wheelsets of the rest of the
rolling stock are not convertible.

(b) Trackline

The OOJ)N purchase only sleepers which are convertible
from 1,000 mm into 1,067 mm gauge width.

of 1 067 mr
*»#> wifthfrom

the vi'; vi; to reduce expenditures for the time bein* without
considering long-term planning. oemg, without

2. Togo

s;
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3. Ivory Coast

liheelsets and trackline

Up to now the railway material is not

X,O67 L except for -^—^^nicf^r^ur^seTpolling stock
in such a

conversion.

4. Guinea

Neither the wheelsets nor the
+ --U-.- my^ ONCFG do not starx any jj±vyaj.<* UJ.~"- — —

TJ^MlMTZZtTof ^Federal Bepuhlic of Oe™ fanted a loan

future conversion from 1,000 mm into

5. Senegal and Mali

CFS and CFM could not be intervie«ed on these questions. However,

Question 2A (Gauge width, tolerances.)

/ * -^ cV.nw that the NRC do not admit a minus
The figures (see App. 3) sh°W+^fthe%auge width must have in all

tolerance for the gauge width and that the gauge^x ^ & ^^
circumstances the nominal measure of l,Ob{ mm.

minus tolerances from 2 mm up to 5 mm.

The plus tolerances of the gauge widths x_n curves of the HBC,«,^
CFT, GRP, RAN, ONCF and CFS (CFM)l/ are 13S 25, 15, lo.y, ^»

l/ See abbreviations.
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reasons are:
ad.it minus

(1)

(2)

It is impossible to facilitate a mathmetic track laying
Kiere are always tolerances in the bores of the sleepers,
tie plates, fastenings, rail profiles and the cant of
rails. To ignore these tolerances means not to see the
practice of producing and fitting them.

The transmitted forces between the wheels of the vehicles
and the rails stipulate wear between the different parts
of the track from the sleeper up to the top of the rail.
This could be followed sometimes by a minus tolerance of
the gauge width.

(3) Derailments might cause a narrowing of the gauge width.

The European railways which use wheels of a width of min HO mm
max. 140 mm (HIV, EEC, para. 35) l/ agree to the following reflation:'

Normal gauge width

Minimal admissible gauge width

Maximal admissible gauge width

Branch lines

lf435 mm

1,435 - 3 = 1,432 mm

1,435 + 30 =1,465 mm

1,435 + 35 - 1,470 am

~,,>, !^ admi"ed plus tolerances of the railways differ more or less from
and^ Th?hfalleSt ±sf to *° f°^ 1th the NEC, the largest "th the
and MS. The reasons for these differences are not known? Probably

gauge width in narrow curves are admissible because the tenders of vehicles

reduce the ^ntna'nce cost Is

lJ s

Normal gauge

Minimal admissible gauge width

Maximal admissible gauge width

main lines

branch lines

width of

lj06? mffi

1,067 - 3 = 1,064 mm

1,067 + 27 = 1,094 mm
1,067 +32 = 1,099 mm

and maximum width of 136 mm.
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the South African railway network is:

a = 0, b = c = 44.45 mm U 3/4")

In re

77 per
flange clearance of

a = 09 b = c = 44.45 mm (l 3/4")
is recommended.

B 2. C0MSTRUC1I0N OF THE VEHICLES

aiioB+.-ioTi S/6 (Loading and structure fflu^e,

App. 5 shows the upper portion of the lading gauges and App.
those of the structure gauges of the railways visited.

As far as the loading gauges are concerned it was found that
differences among themselves are not so significant.

the

As far as the structoe gauges are concerned, the ai
themstlvfsVr: more o.vious. Specially ^structure gaug
is much bigger than the other ones. A certain peculiar^

^

Pfforts of the railways in the English-speaking countries, includ

l/ See abbreviations.
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African Loading Gauge Z Struck; Gauge'doii TfftTZ
their existing ones and therefore diffifult^ dlfffvery
^opting the Tropioal African Z^^TX **
Question 7/8 ( load)

tons (aPSne3a)ha°nWd 12,5 -trio

locomotives to

round time of waeons

ng the number of wagons;

running

the

the
with oertafn
unloaded car^ the
left and the right rail

weights of cars The last
norfflally could oe ^^l

qualities of wagons

^ f- tP?ln8 Biled With l0adedelectrical contacts between the

y! °alllng f°r limited
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The UIC worked

cars with a maximum ~ ,-,>■- -u+rt.
following minimum axleloads, respectively deadweights.

Axleload Deadweight

2 axle cars (four-wheelers) 4-5 tone ^ tons

3 axle cars l/ * n l6 „
Bogie cars with 2 axle bogies 4-u

EGA believes that the future railway developments in Africa in the

size

Question 9 (Vehicle weight per metre run)

The layout of the permanent way (weight of rails, distances between
sleepers, rail fastenings, thickness of ballast, bridges) orders maximal
figures for axleloads and weight per metre run.

The weight per metre run of a car is equal to the sum of load weight
plus tare we^ht"divided by the total length of the car measured over the
non-pressed couplings.

The maximum admissible axleload and weight/metre run ^
trackline. The weight of railway vehicles plus load have to follow these
figures of classifications and should not exceed them, otherwise damages
or excessive wear may be expected.

The classification of tracklines of UIC members are, for instance:

Classification Axleload Weight per metre run

A 16 tons 4-8 t/m

B 18 » 5-0 »

B1 18 » 6.4 "
C 20 » 6.4 "

0 20 » 7-2 »

C3 20 » 8.0 »

l/ Mostly found as coaches.
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The load limits which follow these classifications are calculated
tor each prototype of car and are marked down on the body of the freight

th^3; i Vv ^T* ^^ ^ °lear cl^Bification of tracklines with
their load limits for the different types of cars are not known. The cars
hear only markings for the tare weight and the maximal load. Therefore
the tracklines which are mostly classified for maximum admissible axle-
loads, must take into account differences in the weight per metre run for
the set up of the maximum axleloads.

ECA believes that the railways should classify their tracklines
equally to those of the UIC railways and should complete the markings on
the freight cars. After this it may be possible that the admissible ten
sion of a trackline allows an increase of the maximum load of some types
of cars. Vehicles with unfavourable dimension and which are responsible

^rSSfthe adraissme axleioad wouid b

*• ii ^ iS Sgreed a better utiliaation of the freight capacity could
tollow which is always desired (see Question 7-8).

Out of App. 3 the following data could be seen:

HRC 1/

UCDN

CFT

GEP

RAH

ONCFG

CFS, CFM

Maximum axleload Max. weight metre run

15*0 tons

13.5 "
18.0 "

16.3 "

13-5 "
12.5 "

15.0 "

3.2 t/

3.65 "

5.5 "

3.9 "
4.0 "

3.65 "

3-10 "

m

Generally speaking, ECA feels that these figures are too low for
some lines. The railways should undergo investigations whether the
technical conditions of some lines with heavy traffic could allow an
increase of the axleloads by calculating the admissible weight/metre

TVT1S^63 °f ^ ***** ^ ^
Question 10/ll/l2 (Wheelbase mm. curves

The figures in App. 3 are not uniform. The layout of single and
double slip points and crossings, however, and the safe movements of cars
on them are asking, according to the guidance, for uniform data.

1/ See abbreviations.

2/ Estimated.
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The minimum curves through which cars ^ {ma±nllne

scattered from 75 m (Workshop lines GKPy «£** -^ Q in mainline
RAN). It may be stated that the smallest curvature 01

' .d be the lowest limit and should not be undergone.

To compare the data in App. 3 with those of the UIC, these are given

as followss

Freight cars;

Minimum wheelbase of the end axles of non- ^

"bogie cars starting from 1.1.1975 i Ron mm
Minimum wheelbase of axles in bogies O
Maximum rigid wheelbase (not radial axlesj ^

of bogies and 2-axle cars 150 m

Minimum curvature

Coaches

Minimum wheelbase of two-axle bogies 2,000 mmMinimum wheel

Maximum rigid wheelbase of bogies 4s^u

Minimum curvature

As far as the wheelbases of bogies are concerned all new

old bogies or cars will be replaced as soon as possible.

As far as the wheelbases of two axle cars (four wheelers) are concerned

it was learned that:

The railways neither run 2 axle cars nor replace 2 axle cars by
2 axle cars. In the last case 2 axle cars are replaced by bogie
cars Therefore 2 axle cars may be excluded due tofuture rail
way linkages and due to their unifrom regulations about the con-

strucction of cars.

Generally it can be said that points and crossings are working under
the saTeTechnical conditions all over the world. Safe* operation is the
+OT. rule of all railways. Therefore, it is recommended, to follow tue uiu
feLlations ^regards" to wheelbase, because the UIC is the biggest railway
union in the world in which 42 railway companies with a total track lengtn
o? approximately 69O,OOO km and approximately 3 million vehicles are
organized. The experiences of these 42 railways are based m the UIC
regulations and their supplementary decrees (BIV, KiUj y

l/ See abbreviations.

2/ EIV = Regolamento Internazionale Veicoli

RIC = Regolamento Internazionale Carrozze.
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shouid with the

Freight cara

f 1:1: ?t ^rL^r
Maximum rigid wheel tase of bogies and oars

4.000

Coaches

Minimum wheel base of two-axle bogies
Maximum rigid wheel base of bogies

Question 13 (Vheelbase/total length of

of wagons

Z

2?000 mm

4S500 mm

ultimate" aHo^iblf speed should be as

-

App. 3 shows that the only figure (RAN) i8 0,552.

Question !4/l S/16/17/T 8/TQ f Material and Mmm.<m.
nf whee1 R

demands rot^r
and the .atefial^f

of cars

S
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wheels. The UIC regulations (HIV l/, HIC l/, paragraph 35) allow the
following materials for wheels of cars which run over the "border of the

originating administration into other countries*

^heel discs : rolled or forged or cast steel

Tires s steel

Solid wheels : rolled or forged steel

The technical reasons for the restriction in using solid cast steel
wheels can perhaps only be found in the UIC while in the USA, Malawi,
South Africa, etc., they do not exist. But it is a fact that there are
different opinions or operation conditions which did not permit their
placing in service. The railways which will participate on an integrated
railway network should work out uniform regulations under which circum

stances cast steel solid wheels may be admitted.

As far as the shrinkage allowance of the tires is concerned the figures
in App. 3 are not uniform. But all of them - except the shrinkage allowance
of the ONCPG - are nearly in the same dimensions pending from O,UU1 7 o,uuip

mm/mm wheel disc. These figures are normal.

As far as the tire widths are concerned, these are ranging from 114.3mm
(tires of cars of the GRP) l/ to 140 mm (tires of locomotives of the OCDNJ.
Investigations earlier done in this field for the railways in East and
South Africa have shown, that a tire width of 127 mm is mostly used. It
is a fact that there is a close relation between gauge widening in curves,

profile of rails and width of tires. If it is agreed that a larger

admissible plus tolerance of the gauge width (1,067 mm + 27 mm main line
respectively + 32 mm branch line instead of 13 '- 25 mm (see question 3);
reduces the maintenance costs, then the railway"companies visited should

examine whether they are able to admit due to the tire width in East and

South Africa - a tire width of 127 mm.

As usual, international standards should permit tolerances. As
mentioned in the comments to the question 2/3 the UIC tire width is
minimum 130 mm and maximum 140 mm. If a nominal tire width - as a first
step - of 127 mm would be decided, a tolerance of -5 mm would cover the

practice of today. This would mean:

Minimum tire width 122 mm

Maximum tire width 132 mm

Higher axleloads and heavier rails, however, would require a larger

tire width. If axleloads of 18 tons or higher and rails of 96 pd/yd +
(47,6 kg/m) are in consideration, then, however, a tire width of 135 -5mm
should be recommended. This measure orders, however, detailed examination
of each railway company whether it can be realized during normal maintenance

or not.

l/ See abbreviations,
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\ 8 \fUg! ^GtWeen thS inner faces of wheels is concerned,
+ tole^s upon the nominal gauge are ranging from -

- P "fif11 + 6'35 ^ (NRC) i/ respectively - 5*0 mm
/ is recommendable that the CFT and the ONCFG should admit

minus tolerances since the turning of the wheels could not be done exactly
mathematically on a lathe. Generally the admitted tolerancesdo not show a

o? thrCFT^6™ BU °f^"^ *" exceP*ion of ^e minimum tolerances
of the CFT and ONCFG are within the same range like those standardized in

coached n Pai>a' 35'25 (f°r Wasons^ and RIC> Para- 35-22 (for

fmi I\1La eener*1 rule that derailed wheelsets have to be examined care-
lully whether any damages are found, before the wheelset runs for service
again. This procedure includes examination as to whether the axle is bent,
ihis is normally done by measuring the gauge between the inner faces of the
wiieels on 3 or 4 points.

thP ^^^%m+TrementS d? nOt PeSUlt in the nominal Sauge plus or minus
the admitted tolerances, then the axle is bent and must be scrapped. This
means for instance that the CFT and ONCFG have to take an axle out of

:zz°Li\v:i:Te of f-u only ■ °-5 ™is fd Hih

+ J^f above mentioned UlC-remulations for admissible bent axles, which
for ECA s opinion, are recommended as a future standard, are as follows:

"Derailed axles must be measured on at least three points between
the inner faces of the wheels. If the differences between the
measurements are not more than

4 mm on wheelsets with white metal bearings;
2 mm on wheelsets with roller bearings -

and whereby these measurements are within the minimum and the
maximum gauge (1,360 ± 3 mm, minimum gauge = 1,357, max. gauge
1,363 mmj, then the axle is not 'bent1 and the car is allowed
to run further on".

A future integrated African railway network with mutual utilization
of cars needs uniform regulations in this field. Therefore ECA recommends
the introduction of tolerances of about ± 3 mm on the nominal gauge of
990.6 mm (313M) 2/ between the inner faces of the wheels, and similar
restrictions for bent axles with white metal and roller bearings like
the UIC regulations EEC and HIT. Even if a future combined railway net
work would not be taken into consideration, the railways should examine
this proposal in order to reduce costs for the replacement of bent axles
which are stated as "bent" under their present regulations.

1/ See abbreviations.

2/ Gauge width 1,067 mm (3r6").
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Question 20/21/22 (Coupling)

ECA document E/CN.14/TBAHS/WP.25, Chapter Be shows the types of
couplings and the heights of coupling centres ahove rail which are in
service at the different railways in the West African ^S1011' *u\^

should be- defined ass

Coupling types AAR - knuckle coupler with head to contour 10A.

(AAE - specification C4I-I965);

Height of coupling of centre above rail - 895 mm (35iM).

As far as the coupling types in service are concerned the railways
in Mali, Senegal and Ivory Coast are using the same type. All other
railways visited use different coupling types. Only the vehicles of the
CM- as mentioned before - are fitted with the AAR - knuckle type and
therefore cover the future recommendations for the coupling type. It 1
neither possible to connect these couplings to the AAR one nor to connect

these among each other.

As far as the height of the centre coupling (or centre of ^
above rail is concerned, APP. 3, 20 does not show a uniform Future. All
measurements are below the recommended future measurement of b95 mm U^ )-
?he tallest gap is to be found with the NEC (31 mm) and the largest one
with the CFT 145 - 195 mm.

■

With regard to future conversions of the coupling type and the height
of coupling centre above rail the following possibilities exist:

1. NRC (Nigeria)

The NRC are using a centre coupling (ABC - type, drawing: See EGA
document E/CN.14/TRANS/WP.25, Appendix 5) with a height of coupling centre

above rail ofs

Maximum 863.6 mm (2I10")j

Minimum 838.2 mm (2'9").

The gap to the "standard" height of maximum 895 mm (35i") is 31-4 mm (li11).

This small difference can be eliminated easily "by using intermediate
lifters between the parts of the pivot centre and the car body or *ne
bogie bolster (see ECA document E/CN.14/TRANSAp.25, Appendix 12). Further
on it seems possible to change either the complete ABC - coupler against
the AAR one or only the head of the ABC - coupler against the AAR one.

l/ See abbreviation.
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admits

2.

The ABC coupling some day may be converted into the AAE one
^consideration of sufficient space between the longitudinal
trusses) and that the height of the coupling centre may be
lifted up to 895 mm (35i"), and

That the resistance of the wagon frames against pressure should
be minimum. 200 tons (see comments to question 35).

PGDN (Dahomey)

The OCDN are using a coupling consisting of a centre buffer with a
hook and a screw coupling which are fitted aside the buffer (see ECA
document E/CN.U/TRANS/wP.25, Appendix 7). The height of the centre of
the butier, hook and screw coupling above rail is:

Maximum

Minimum

780 mm?

680-700 mm.

The gap to the "standard height" of maximum 895 mm is:

Maximum 115 mm.

ioaT> ^ f?Vl conversion of ^e coupling type is concerned, it was
learned that the underframes of the car bodies (especially those of the
treight cars) are constructed in such a way that f.i. the AAR-Atlas-type

ornalteratiot 1?T **! 1VL#i!a*1"*1 *™"» *^°^ any big workmanship
or alterations of the underframes. The draw gear of the Atlas type needs

the^Ji ^V\21° (h6ight> X 26° Uidth) * 1'100 (len^) ™ ^weenthe longitudinal trusses. These space requirements could be met by the
new rolling stock. '

™nrinlVS-\! COnversion of the h^Sht of the coupling centre is
concerned, difficulties are to be expected. A large number of freight
cars is designed in such a way that the centre of the shock and traction

ff^tw v 4reSen] !?UPilng are inothe Centre of the longitudinal trusses.
A further lifting of the height of ?30 mm is impossible without changing
some parts of the underframe, or without lifting the height of the floor

+rei vVG railhead' Only a f^ new freight cars admit the lifting of
the height of the coupling centre near to the required measurement of 895 mm

Therefore ECA recommends that OCEN in connection with OFEROM should
investigate which future steps should be made to facilitate a conversion
01 the coupling type and the height of coupling centre above rail into
o95 mm. These preparations should be similar to those of the East African
Kailways.
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3- CFT (Togo)

The CFT uses two types of couplings. Rail oars and diesel locomotives
are equipped with the Willison coupling type (see ECA document E/CN 14/TEAMS/
TO 25 Appendix 6), the other rolling stock with a coupling consisting of
a cenlrt buffer, with hook and screw coupling which are fitted below the
huffer (see Eel document e/CN.14/TRANS/KP.25) Appendix 9). The height of
the centre of the buffer and the hook above rail are:

Buffer:

Hook s

Maximum

Minimum

Maximum

Minimum

700 -

590 -

450 -

340

- 750

- 640

u 500

- 390

mm

mm

mm

mm

The elimination of the gap of 145 - 295 mm between^ the heights of
buffer centres and the "standard height" (895 mm) may give some ^"^
As far as the present situation iS concerned, it could be noticed that out
of 476 po of freight cars only 50 can be converted from a centre ******
height of 750 mm into 895 mm. The centre of the buffer of the rest of the
freight cars is exactly in the middle of the longitudinal trusses. A lift

up may not "be easily done.

The two types of couplings can be connected by using adapters which
are fitted on the Willison couplings. These adapters are heavy and should
not be regarded as a solution to overcome the differences between the coup
ling iypes because a current change, i.e. mounting and dismounting of the
adapters on the miison couplings is too difficult. In -gard to aeon-
version of the buffer - fixed between the longitudinal trusses of the body -
Igainst the AAR type, it was noticed that this should be possible because
the space between the longitudinal trusses seems to be sufficient to hold
the AAR coupling f.i. the light AAR - Alliance Ho. 2 coupling.

It is recommended that the railway should pay attention to a future
conversion of the coupling type and height of the coupling centre above
rail, and that new rolling stock should be designed in such a way to enable

this future conversion under minimal costs.

4. GRF (Ghana)

The GRP uses the AAR coupling type which is probably the future standard
type. The height of the coupling centre above rail is maximum_882,7 mm 134 ).
The gap between 882,7 mm and the expectable future standard height of 895 mm -
this is 12.3 mm - may be eliminated without difficulty.

5. RAN (ivory Coast)

The RAW uses two types of couplings s Rail cars (60 ^gons) are equipped
with the Willison coupling type (see ECA document E/CN.14/TRANS/WP.25,

Appendix 6).
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f2 si with a system consist-

load are °f ^ *UfferS and the hook rail under

Tr-
portion of the space could be overcome by the use of intermediate

stock'tenders60™6' W

be envisaged!

6. oNCFG (Guinea)

°f

t0 their

the MH one and

rail

■3
rail isf tUffer' h°Ok and sorew °°upling above

Maximum 755 mm and minimum 700 mm.

Lve di?fJ !% V possible "standard height" (895 mm) may
filht i! ifS !S aP aS the Present sife^ion is concerned. But it
might be possible to consider the future height of 895 mm above rail

^AV""^1V8 PUrfaS6d lite the ESS? Afri°a" HailwayrhaTdsince iy27 Therefore, it is recommended that the ONCPG should give

ttoTof carrwh^^0/^" 5Utoe r°llinS St°°k tenders askinS ^ oonstruo
into the SI cf ? * aiuture inversion of the present coupling system
into the AAfi - coupling with a centre coupling height of 895 mm above rail.

7. CFS and CFM (Senegal and Mali)

T Same couPli«S system as the HJUf
1;IS +Iv y comments and recommendations to the BAN coupling
systems meet the coupling system of the CFS and CFM, as well.

1/ See drawing! OFEROM 124004.
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As far as the tension of theM* -

the
t 0™*™ and CFS/CFM l/. Only HAN give

ECA wants to point out some details for

working oapacity of *f °°lf™%J*^
of and splitting up of traxns. Hump

instruments for doing so. If it is ^
railway network has different admiBSxble ^
OHCFO max. 12.5 tons - it must be agreed that
cles with big ^"-ences in t^xr gross 1 oad

between the oars must be fully «^^8* f

^^3 j

data.

wtCthffoxing
movements are the
a future integrated

^^ operation vehi-
together. The push

^^«f capaoity with

taVces already the full work-

ted. This means that

traoklines with higher axleloads.

It is known that UIC has developed a uniform central buffer P
(UBI ooVpler) Ld that the discussions about the correct layou of the
working capacity were long and intense ^s far as EGA knowsthe worki g

r/tfnr
way vehicles is about 2,500 kgm.

It is difficult to recommend a similar figure for the future African

stanaLYwoS capacity. But ECA wants ^^^^^^T
that, f.i. the working capacity of the RAN-bu±ier l^uu Kgui,

cover the actual demands of the future operation.

The future shock and traction breaking load of the AAE coupling

should be in the range of:

Shock breaking load 200 tons;

Traction breaking load 150 " •

arts on the end of the vehicles

Railway operation is not free from accidents with damages. Mostly
two cars run together on shunting movements and normally the buffers or
the Central couplings are damaged or headstocks are bent or he longi
tudinal trusses are compressed. To minimize the damages in the area

n the shock and traction parts, some railways worked out regulations
certain distance between the level of the coupl-gpus e

^lf^f^rr^fof al ^

1/ See abbreviations.
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25,,

parts on the end of the

Question 2, (Protection space on the end of vehicles for

fflBRm.
Disconnecting and connecting of brake hoses;

Closing of main pipe valves (f.i. air pressure brakes);

Sometimes checking if the knuckle is actually locked?

Sometimes turning of the knuckle in desirable position; and

Connections of foot plates crossings between coaches.

'
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The following uniform measurements l/ are recommended?

Distance from the front of the pressed coupling

to the headstock

Width of the space

Height of the space above rail

Distance of the ends of the footboards or

steps at the car sides (mostly coaches)
from the level of the coupling push of the

pressed coupling

Question 26 (steps and holding bars)

Minimum 300 mm

Minimum 400 mm

Minimum 2,000 mm

Minimum 150 mm 2/

Shunting movements with the locomotive on the end of a group of cars

order a shunter on the first car to give signals to the loco-driver.

Therefore steps and holding bars are necessary to assist the shunter. App,
3, 26 shows that the railways of NRC, OCDN, CFT? CRP, RAN, ONCFG, CFS and

CFM have no general regulations about measurements and arrangements of steps

and holding bars. It could be found that not all freight cars are fitted

with steps and holding bars for shunters. Cars with steps and holding bars

are fitted with these in such a way that they are located only on two

diagonal corners. This is sufficient.

ECA recommends that regulations about the form and the position of

steps and holding bars between the railways should be worked out so that

shunters could always find steps and holding bars in the same place. This
seems especially important during the night operation. Further on, it seems

recommendable that every new freight car should be fitted with two pairs of

steps and holding bars on diagonally positioned corners.

Question 27 (Hand brakes)

No comments.

Question 28 (Continuous brake)

As already mentioned in ECA document E/CN.14/TRANS/¥P.25, Chapter F.,
only 5,5 per cent of all vehicles south of the Sahara - not including

private ore railways and a few rail cars of the numerous railways - are

fitted with a continuous air pressure brake system, the rest with a vacuum

brake system. The air pressure brake system is found mostly with the East

l/ These measurements are corresponding with the UIC regulations EIV and

RIC, para- 33«1»

2/ See UIC regulation RIC and EIV, para. 33.3-
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African Railways. (EAR Kenya/Tanzania/Uganda). Due to technical reasons
the EAR have converted all vehicles from vacuum to air pressure brakes
ECA stated in Chapter Ed of the above-mentioned document some advantages
and disadvantages of the two systems. The conclusion was that an integra
ted, efficient and economical railway operation in Africa demands the
transport of heavy and heaviest trains and that the air pressure is capable
of fulfilling the requirements for an efficient brake better than the
vaccum brake. Therefore the future aims of all railway companies should
be directed to the change of their vehicles to air pressure brakes. This
of course, is easier said than done. But it was learned that SAR9 the
largest system of the African continent, are currently investigating the
possibility of replacing vacuum brakes by the compressed air system.

If their investigations are coming to the conclusion that a conversion
from vacuum to air pressure brakes is advisable, this decision could cause
other railways to convert their brake systems too, especially those rail
ways in Malawi, Zambia, Rhodesia, Mozambique, Angola, Congo (Kinshasa) which
are combined with the South African Railways and Harbours (SAR) network.

The future combined railway network south of the Sahara would certainly
agree then to the uniform utilization of the air pressure brake system
because the present combined railway network in Southern Africa is the
biggest one in which approximately 147.000 vehicles are running.

But if the investigations of the SAR are coming to the conclusion that
the advantages out of a brake conversion are not justifying the financial
investments, then, indeed, the solution of the problem,

"International railway traffic with vacuum and air pressure braked
cars" is one of the most difficult ones. The solution of differences in
coupling systems are not nearly as difficult as this solution.

It is quite clear that up to now mostly the railways in the Fast
African Region are faced with this problem. But for completions sake
the railways in the West African Region should see and discuss this problem
too, because there are a few ore railways with air pressure brake systems
(Liberia) with which the West African railways once may be connected.

If it is presumed that neither the East African Railways (EAR) are
able to reconvert their rolling stock with vacuum brakes, nor the railways
with vacuum brakes equipped rolling stock are willing to convert their

vehicles against air pressure brakes, the following solutions for an

international railway traffic are worth while for discussions:

l/ See abbreviations.
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(1) Container traffic and conventional change of goods from one

system to the other.

Advantage :

Disadvantage:

(2)

A gauge conversion of the EAR is not necessary.

Transport cost, especially of low valued bulks

are very much increasing?

Investments for the container pool on each

railway are high;

The maximal number of exchanged containers on

the "border seems to he limited.

Double-brake-system-fitting of cars (air pressure and vacuum

brake in one car), which run over the border. This solution
was already practiced by the EAR during the conversion time.

The technique is proved, a drawing of such a car is to be
seen in App. 16 of ECA document E/CN.I4/TRANS/WP.25.

Advantage

Disadvantage:

Transport costs are nearly the same.

Railway companies who want to change

their brake system, probably SAR9 would
feed the pool of double-brake-system-

fitted cars and no special investments

due to this traffic are demanded.

Free movements of cars to and from

railways with different brake systems

are limited.

(3) Only a certain portion of cars to and from railways with air
pressure brake systems should be double-brake-system-fitted.
As generally known, the vehicles of the British Railways (.BRJ
are fitted with vacuum brakes and those in the other parts
of Europe with air pressure brakes. The regulations of the
UIC as to the traffic are as follows!

"All cars built after 1.1.19-66 and which have to
run on the tracklines of BR have only to be equip

ped with a vacuum through-pipe in addition to the

air pressure brake.

"The cars which have been built before 1.1.1966,
and which have a complete vacuum-brake equipment,

must be left with this equipment installed".

(HIV, para. 39-10) l/-

1/ According to the 1963 edition of RIV, all railway administrations had
to fit 50 per cent of their freight cars, which had to run on the
tracklines of BR, with a complete vacuum-brake equipment. The rest
had to be equipped with a vacuum main through-pipe.
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nsXrthe^T °f ^ regUlati0n 00—s P°^ 2. The second part
BE trains Th? ZV^ ^T^ ™hra*sd as th™^ Piped cars in the
£K trains. This is to a certain extent easily possible because the
suppositions, under which trains are admitted to run, due to their neces-

The rllT?°Wer' ^'.fff6rent fr°m th°Se railWays SOuth of *e SaharaThe regulations on these railways order only that normally all cars of a
freight train should be braked, but it is allowed to haul one car maximal

/rno^tfT511 fVf °arS° ™S Ration is very rough but'ifc s
to now the demand of the railways. In Europe the basis under which

This figure is calculated as follows:

Percentage of brakepower =

Sum of the brake weights of braked cars x 100 (percent.)
train weight

,w ^ t S^ dePends on t^ke show pressure, model of brake
«W ' ^^""."""ioient of the shoe, the curve of brake power between
shoe and wheel m relation to the time and the running resistance. The

tT3 h°W T7 t02S °f " °a ld b ™and 1 OOot-T3 h°W T7 t02S °f " °ar °°Uld be ™ »ith- 400, 700
?he S • „! peroen,taSe Of toak«-P°wer of 100 per cent is ordered
The brake weight is marked on the side walls of the cars and it is calcula
ted for each prototype car. Train weight includes the weights cf cars
(deadweight plus load), and the weight of the locomotive.

f ^ peroentaSe of to*ke power is calculated once for

casings/etc^ "^^ ^^ «>**»*
The procedure before starting a train is now as follows:

(a) The train guard writes down in a routing list among other
things the brake weights of all cars with brakes and the
brake weight of the loco, the total weight of all cars
with brakes and through piped cars (deadweight plus load
out of wagon papers) and the weight of the locomotive.
Then the total brake weight and the total train weight
are known.

(10

power

The division of total brakeweights and train weight x
100 gives the figure for the actual percentage of brake-
power.

(c) A comparison with the figure of the minimum percentage of
brakepower in the time-table shows whether this figure is
guaranteed. If the actual percentage of brakepower is
lower than the ordered minimum percentage of brakepower,
a speed reduction must be ordered.
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Normally the braking ratio of the European cars is higher than the
African ones; but the European cars have an "empty-load" brake devxce to

avoid skidded wheels.

These explanations show that the number of through-piped oars are not
important provided that the percentage of brainpower of the whole tram is

sufficient.

The use of this brakepower calculation in African railways could
probably solve the above proposal (3) but it seems that a lot of altera
tions of the brake system (vacuum as well as air pressure) must be done

such ass

Higher brake ratio than now;

Need of "empty-load" brake devices and

Training of guards must be done as well.

ECA believes, however, that the future developments in the railway
field and the competition between rail and road will require higher speeds
and higher loads. It is compulsory that these increases are connected with

a higher brake ratio and an "empty-load" brake device.

ECA is unable to recommend one or the other of the above-mentioned
solutions. Serious and detailed studies in connection with the gauge

conversion 1,000 mm into 1,06? mm have to be made, out of which the feasi
bility of the different possibilities are to be seen. ECA will work further

on this problem and will place proposals later on.

Question 29 (Emergency brakes)

No comments of ECA.

stion 30 (Protection of wooden floors against brake sparks)Qu

Appendix 3, 30, shows that the railways of NSC9 CFT, GRP, GNCFG, CFS
and CFfti have no spark-arresting sheets on the top of braked wheels of
coaches, freight and baggage cars with wooden floors. Only the RAN^ana
OCDN are protecting their cars with wooden floors with spark arresting

sheets. The CFT will however install into their cars spark-arresting

sheets during the general overhaul of cars. UICS f.i. requires in RIC
para. 40.5 that all vehicles with wooden floors must be protected by

spark-arresting sheets above braked wheels. But obviously some of the
West African railways did not find the justification for doing so. Probably
the operating conditions are easier than in Europe and as mentioned under
28 the braking ratio is lower, so that sparks are seldom. Therefore no

regulations should be decided, but any alteration in this field should be

announced to the other railways.
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.Question 31 (Doors of coaches)

that the doors of coaches of the West

m
Question 32 (Key for locking doors)

Appendix 3.32

S

tate the locking of doors of the coaches of foreign railway coLlnilT j
is recommended to follow the UlC-key. railway companies. I

Question 33 (Sliding doors)

ix 21, page 6, para. 32).

It is recommended to follow the UlC-regulation.

Question 34 (Markings on the cars)

But +^pendix.3-34 shows that the markings on the cars are nearly uniform
tion n? eXper\enoe °5 the raC in international traffic and mutual u^ilizal
to 1n , Sh°WS that th6Se marki^ «e not sufficient and cTear enouL
to avoid errors xn the field of requests for wagons, exchange of rolling
stock, announcing of accidents, international accounting, requests for
spare parts, etc. Therefore EGA recommends the following waitings ell

°^ *• experience of the UIC for^ f^urfi^ter-
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(l) The cars should "bear

- an international "sign of the series" and ^^ft^'anf°
international sign of the series consists of a capi*£?**
small letters. The capital defines groups of cars, such as
open, covered, flat oars, etc. The small letters give all
details which are necessary for the request of wagons such
as: how many axles or bogies, load capacities, doors on

the end of the wagons, utilization for ferryboat traffic,

length of loads, etc.

- the car numbers consist of two parts; the first number
is the model number and the second is the consecutive

number. The model number is adjoined by drawings which
show the detailed construction of this specific car.

APP. 8 shows a proposal for the future inter-African rolling stock
numbering. This proposal covers principally the UIC numbering. The
numbers of cars of the different railways would only be extended by the
mo*£ number and the sign of the series. If this would be done every car
is absolutely clearly defined.

(2) Deadweight of the car l/;

(3) Load limits of the car under consideration of the trackline

classification (see Question 9) 2/;

(4) The volume of tank cars, troughs and containers in m , hi, or

litres l/,

(5) A marking - similar RIV - which shows that the car meets the
orders and requirements of an international traffic with mutual

utilization of cars 2/;

(6) Date of previous inspection 1/;

(7) A sign which shows that the car is double brake system fitted,
if vacuum and air pressure brakes are used 2/

(8) Hame of the railway company l/;

(9) Livestock cars: load area in m 2/;

(10) Flat cars with more than 10 m length of load should bear:

The length of load;and

Signs about the admissible length of maximal single loads.

l/ Already done.

2/ Have not yet been done.
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(11) A writing "ST" which means that the car meets the
of international standardization i/5

(12) A writing"C" which means that the cars are fitted with gauge
convertible wheelsets or bogies l/; g g

(13) An attention sign near ladders if personnel can touch the
electric overhead lines of railways, etc. l/5

(14) Type of continuous brake and brake weight l/5

(15) Wheel base of axles and distance of pivot centres of bogie
cars 1/; **

(16) Floor space of freight cars in m2 l/.

Question 35 (Resistance of wagon frames against pressure)

mfe

AppendiV*35 shOws that the regulations about the resistance of
3 f^ Pr^are nOt Unif° Th°Se f 0C / ^

20°

The exception in the field are the NEC and the GRP as far as thev

TT^V^ Cr°Wn AgentS Woifioations. Seee Crown
WSP82-££ B ^ ^ rnSatrUCti°n °f Wag°n and -rriages framesCAS «2a963, para 31 and CAS 80:1957, para. 33 order only l.S x

gross load on he rails for the minimum resistance of frames. Coi

HSe0 But onrTP ^V^ ^^^ « resistance of

It could be stated that the CAS - specification for wagons and coaches
ae far as the resistance of frames is concerned are not satisfactory! If
the frames of the locos have to resist a pressure of 200 tons, the railwav
operating muSt produce 200 tons, otherwise this reflation woulfresile *
more than necessary. But if a pressure of 200 tons could arise under

is^^sri^irS and oarriases
Therefore ECA recommends as future standards

Minimum resistance of wagon frames against pressure = 200 tons;

The AAR regulation which orders 400 tons seems to be too high.

1/ Have not yet been done,
2/ Member of the UIC,
3/ Ibid.
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B 3^ MAINTENANCE STATE OF VEHICLES

Appendix 3 shows the answers of the railways under Chapter C. The ECA
comments to these questions are as follows:

Qnfiat-ion ^6-37 (interval of inspections)

mmsmm.
should "be mentioned:

ggC 911

(Nigeria) (Togo)

General overhaul of steel TrDQT.a
freight cars every 7 years 1^ years

Generally speaking, ECA recommends that the railways should strengthen
SfcrtsytoPSen!? the periods of the examinations in order ^reduce

their

to figures which allow the following regulations for the border crossing

traffi c (exampie DIC)s

(a) Wagons are admitted to cross the border if the last examination
was done within the past 3 years (HIT, para. 42. l-1'^; ih*
originating railway companies .re permitted to extend the period
under certain circumstances for 3 months (BIV, para. 42.^-

(*) Coaches are admitted to cross the torder if the lastJ^
was done within the past 12 months (for coaches in trains with
more than 120 km/h) and 18 months (for coaches in trains under

120 km/h).

The above regulations of the UIC show that with the use of modern
e.uip^tirlllerTearings, wear-resistant construction parts in ^e

values and rigsings, slak adjusters, non-iron brake ^oes, de«™^^
of crease pads in pivot centres, spaceless guidance of axles in Bogies oi

tions in the sheds.
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Question 38 (Tread circle)

me^SUremfnt of hi flanges and hollow is always related

■srssr.s-s:

■*

y be preaumed alao in South Africa, Mozambique, Angola, Ehoiesia and

snouio. nave the same

Question 39 (Thickness of wheel tires)

Appendix 3.39, shows that the admitted minimum thickness of wheel
ihTl f °Oaches> ta^age oars and freight cars are the same as far as
the regulations of each railway are concerned. But the comparison of the

^T"^ 6en- the rallWayS Sh°WS that these measupemLtB are net
CTaTnI S^?nf the tirf thic^ess runs from 23.8 mm
up to 30 mm (CFT and CFS).

to

it

importance of this measurement it is recommended to
. The railways should examine whether they are able

_._ o± 25 mm as scrapping size. For completion sake

X1 . out that» f.i., the German Federal Railways admit on
r^i'p^n?8 a thlCk^SS Of solid ^eelB (measured in the plane of the tread
circle) of minimum 20 mm. The UIC regulations, however, laid down for:

Coaches and "baggage cars (RIC, para. 35.6)

"The thickness of the tire, measured in the plane of the tread
circle, must be at least 35 mm...

Solid wheels must carry a small groove on the outside of the
parts which compensate the tire, to mark the admitted minimum
thickness of the wheel. This small groove must be seen any time".

Freight cars (RIV, para. 35.7)

"The thickness of the tire, measured in the plane of the tread
circle must be at least:

30 mm (only for cars with speeds up to 100 kra/h and more)
25 mm (all other cars)

solid wheels must carry a small groove on the outside of the parts

th^ww?1"*1™*6 thenitire t0 maxk the admitted minimum thickness of
the wheel. This small groove must be seen any time".
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to the African railways
a*l*l°ad

and for the near future.

40 (H^- HhArt). thin

to:

- high flanges?

- sharp flanges;

- thin flanges; and

- hollow treads.

Appendix 3.40 shows a not uniform picture of the admitted Wmn.
Th inimum height runs from 22 mm up to 30 mm

s1
. The minimum

measurements for thin flanges could be seen m regard to the different
points where the thin flange is measured.

measurements*

High flanges

(EIC, para. 35-7; HIV, para. 35-8) maximum 36 mm

whereby the tread

circle

minimum 25 mm lays 70 mm outwards
of the inner face

of the wheel.

Thin flanges (measured 10 mm under the tread circle)

Freight cars; minimum 20 mm (HIV, para. 35-9)

Coaches and baggage cars. minimum 22 mm (HIC, para. 35.8).
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Blri * ded wnee1a

It could be said that the reasons for skidded wheels are mostly!

(a) The releasing of trakes are not sufficient;

« —ction with

of aLtn^S^^^fhe
aggregations hammer on the rails
follow. Therefore wheel flt ^
certain measurementfL'f^

extract ater±alftra°rdlnary »«p or damages could

-nateria! aggregations. The

the CFS for the length of wheel flats h 00
HAN for the depth of wheel flfts (f^/are

S3SS
Therefore it is recommended
alreaiy marked out IZT^

crossing traffic.

Freight cars (hiv, para. 35.10)

Wheel flats not longer than 85 mm;

*o material aggregations longer than 85 mm or maximal height of 2,

Coaches (EIC, para. 35.9)

Wheel flats not longer than 60 mm?

material aggregations longer than 60 mm or maximal height of 1:

tiresa shiftinj
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It is generally known that ^
runs normally higher speeds than the passenger trains

railways visited.

Para. 35

tears para
r-r

or that the

least one of the following marks (para. HIC, 35-11.1,

BIC, 35-11.115 BIV, 35.12.1.1. A loose joint of the gibson ring.

DTr ,, n 10. RTV ^5.12.1.2. Corrosion on more than l/3 of the
EICS 35.U-12, ELV, 3^.1^.1. circumference "between tire and

wheel disc.

IS 11 13;
12.1.3. Hot corresponding control marks

between tire and wheel dxsc.

Due to spoked wheels it is decided

RTV ^ 16 and 35.1RIV, 35-16 ana j>k
The rim of a spoked wheel may not be broken.

^ may ^ cracked.

EGA recommends the examination as to whether the TEC regulations

could be accepted.

Question 48/49 (Damage of axle shafts)

Appendix 3.48 shows that the railways visited - except the UHCFG where
data we^e not available - do not ad.it any repair of tears or ™es on
the axleshafts by welding. App. 3-49, shows that the OCDH, OFT, GBP and
T/ f^ regions ^^^s f jrin** spots^^

The answers for question 48 "not allowed" are covering the UIC regulation

(HIC, para. 35-16) EIV> Para- 35-19)-

A<, far as Question 49 is concerned, the wagon and carriage examiners
(CM) a?e working at their own discretion. To avoid misunderstandings m
refusing a wagon on the border, ECA recommends the following regulatxons

(EIC, para. 35-l6> H17* Para- 35.19)s
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:

as well the following points

if the

(d) The

(e)

greasing of foreign wagons is free of charge.

s 2S
axles with roll :/£ ary> «« lathes. Any workmanship on
whtfi I roller bearings should not be admitted. A
wheelset may be ordered from the originating

Question -jl (highest tflnlperature of

regarding the admissible

Question ^VWssAS ^lations abQ1,t sprin_
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rT'ml fmv M ZtT.\l). Therefore EGA recommends the following
Z^fJUl Ecffo—t E/CB.14/TRANS/WP.25, App. 23) =

The main leaf must not be broken.

If any other leaf is broken, the broken spot »St toe a minimum
distance of l/4 of the length of leaf from the middle of the

spring.

Broken leaf parts must not be missed.

net show fresh signs of touch between it and the body of the

wagon.

S,r^ no^CS, CoTor ^
^hich are used for absorbing effects may not be broken in such
a manner that the combined spring effect is substantially

disturbed.

(c) No part serving for the fixing of springs may be broken or

missed.

(d) No suspension spring buckle may be loose.

Question 57 (Side bearer clearance)

Bosie cars are mostly fitted with bogies in which the full load of

wamsm
models requires different side bearer clearances. As far as the
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minimum side bearer clearance Zouiatt ™Jfo™ de°^ions regarding the
on the border. The regulationof 1 V? *° aV°ld the refusal °f ™
Proposal for the futurTleXtioL ^171^^ ""** *« a S°°d

Side bearer clearance (freight cars), maximum 8 mm/side

(coaches) : « 6.0 mm/side

minimum 3 mm/side

Question 58/59 (Shock and traction parts')

3' ^'^ ^* ^ ^ reflations are uniform. Ho comments

mentions some detail types, which probably

Question 6o/6l (Brakes)

1° and fr°m railway systems wi^ different brake
y st be equipped, as far as not otherwise decided

with a double brake system (see also comments to\uestiOn'28).

(b) The brake type of the car must be admitted by the foreign
railway company which operates the car. °reign

^ T- a contin^ independent brake and a
through pipe with two stop cocks on both ends.

As far as air pressure brakes are concerned the catch of the
cock must show vertically down if the brake is working. The

"miteTfT °,f "rn" and "Cl°SedM to°^h ^Pe -sf belimited by fixed stops, which permits a turning of the value
of minimum 90° and maximum 125°.
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(d) Cars with not working brakes which run empty back to the
originating railway company, may not be refused.

(e) Cars with not working handbrakes may not "be refused.

(f) Parts of the brake rigging which could endanger the safe
operation by falling down may be secured by catching bents.

(g) Worn, missing or broken brake shoes may be replaced by the
car-using railway administration.

(h) Damaged or missing brake hoses must be replaced by the
car-using railway administration. Brake hoses must show
a sign of the originating railway administration.

It was learned that the Sudan Railways intend to convert, due to

far future requires uniform for all railways air pressure brakes or the
status of the present day (vacuum and air pressure brakes), a uniform
decision for the brake hose and the diameter of the main through pipe
should be made. ECA recommends to examine whether a diameter ot the
main through pipe of 3" could be accepted or whether larger diameters
are under consideration and which should be taken as standard.

Question 62 (Braking of load system)

The existing brake system of most of the African railways are not
fitted with an "empty-load" brake device (see App. 3, 28). Therefore
the brake force between brake shoe and wheel is about only dependent
from the brake cylinder force and the fixed gear ratio of the brake rig

ging.

The brake cylinder force depends upon the reduction of the vacuum or

the air pressure if a train should be braked. The brake always transmits
dt f hth the car is empty or l°&fe<K i£ere~

the air pressure if a
the same forces independent of whether the car is empty or fK £.
fore the amount of the brake force must be limited to avoid skidded wheels

specially of empty cars.

An "empty-load" brake device changes either the gear ratio of the
brake rigging or limits the brake cylinder force. Therefore it is possible
to brake loaded cars with higher power than empty cars without any tear

for skidded wheels.

The present system covers more or less the demands of the railway
of the past years. The future developments in the field of railway
transportation and the challenge of the road will require among others'.

Heavier gross loads at nearly the same deadweights

of cars than now, and

Higher speeds.
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Question 6V64/65/66/67/6B fBody of COachpg ftTlH Mww,

Only regulations are nearly uniform

::rti 66) of 5o-8

any tears in draw bands nor any repair of cracked draw bands

Freight cars (RIV)

than
run

i Cr°SS sec/ti0n' or haye
connection points (para. 40.6);

asainst faiiing out °f

°r haVe tears
tears which could

(3) The longitudinal trusses, headstocks and cross bearers which
are stressed by the shook and traction parts must not bear
tears perpendicular or nearly perpendicular to the longi
tudinal central line. Longitudinal tears must not exceed
250 nun except the main longitudinal trusses and the trusses
in the area of the spring fixing points. In the last case
longitudinal tears must not exceed 150 mm (para. 40.7);

(4) Welding seams, which connect main longitudinal trusses with
supporting cross bearers, and axle guides (4 wheelers) with
longitudinal trusses must not be torn. Tears starting from
welding seams are not allowed (para. 40.8)5
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(5) Longitudinal trusses and cross bearers of bogies must not be

torn (para. 4O.9);

(6) Parts of the body, doors, locking devices, floor and the roof
must not have damages which endanger the security of the goods

(para. 40.10);

(7) The roof must not be loose or broken up (para. 40.ll);

(8) Tears, breakings and damages in/on longitudinal trusses, cross
bearers and headstocks of underframes of the body and bogie
frames may not be welded unless the running back of the empty_
car to the originating railway company is facilitated by provi

sional welding (para. 40.12);

(9) Wagons with damages to point 2-7 which runs back to the origina
ting railway company may not be'refused on the border if the safe

running is guaranteed (para. 40.14);

Tank cars (BIV)

(10) The tanks themselves and their taps must not leak (para. 41.4)?

(11) Tank cradles and draw bands must not bear any tears longer than
1/4 of their cross section measure (para. 41*5)5

(12) Welding seams which connect the tank with the underframe must

not be torn (para. 41•6);

(13) Wagons with damages to point 10 - 12 which runs back to the
originating railway company may not be refused on the border
if the safe running is guaranteed (para. 41>8);

Coaches (HIC)

(14) The material of the underframe and the body must be metal

(para. 4O.l);

(15) Coaches which run on electrified lines must be constructed
in such a manner that climbing to the roof for normal duties

is not necessary (para. 40.3)5

(16) All metal parts of the roof which are connected with parts
of the inside of the coaches must be earthed (para. 40.4);

(17) All coaches with wooden floors must carry spark arresting

sheets over the braked wheels (para. 40-5);

(18) Same as point 3-7;
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(19) Tears, breakings and damages in/on longitudinal trusses, cross
bearers and headstocks of underframes of the body and bogie

IZT ?M repaired Onl* ^ the originating railway company

(20) Coaches with damages to point 17 - 19 which run back to the
originating railway company may not be refused on the border,
it the safe running is guaranteed (para. 40.12);

Doors (ETC)

(21) Doors must have protection against the squeezing of fingers
I,only for outward-opening doors) (para. 41.2);

(22) Locking devices must be opened with a uniform key (see ECA
document E/OT.14/TRANS/WP.25s App. 21, page 15);

(23) Doors and their guidances must not have any damages which
endanger safe operation (para. 41.10). A coach with damaged
doors may remain in the turn-round if at least one door on
each side of the coach is working properly and the non-working
doors could be locked and do not endanger the passengers
(.para. 41.11)5

(24) Gangways between coaches are ordered (para.

(25) Every coach must carry on each end 2 signal brackets (para. 43)5

Lighting (EIC)

(26) The coaches must be fitted with their own electric lighting
{para. 45)5

(27) Capacity of the battery - 5 hours full lighting without
charging (para. 45-10);

■(28) Each coach must have spares of electric bulbs and fusible
cut-outs (minimum 2 pieces of each model). The spare cubicle
must be locked with the uniform key (see point 22) (para. 45.ll);

(29) tiring diagram of the lighting may be found near the main
switch (para. 45-13);

Lavatory, toilet (EIC)

(30) The coaches with less than 40 seats must have at least 1 toilet;
with more than 40 seats 2 toilets. Each toilet must be equipped
with a lavatory (para. 46.1)5

(31) The coaches must be equipped with water reservoirs for cleaning
the toilets and for the lavatory. The feeding device may be
found on the down sides of the coaches (para. 46.2);
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(32) The railway administration which uses foreign coaches has to
refill toilet paper, paper towels and soap tpara. 46.o;?

Luggage rack (EIC)

(33) Every coach must fee fitted with luggage racks (para. 47).

B 4. LOADING DIRECTIONS

question 69 (Loading regulations)

Appendix 3, 69, shows that special loading regulations are not existing,

The regulations point out mostly that;

- the load must he evenly distributed-,

- the load limits must not be exceeded?

- the loading gauge must not be exceeded;

- the load must be tied fast properly.

But these rough regulations are not +
of the future. As already mentioned in ECA document /4//
1pp. 23, page 6, directions for loading of goods should be worked out to

d udtdings between the railways. ^80"*°" f ™^avoid misunderstandings between the railways.
examiners on the border should not be decisive whether a loaded ^ iui

fills the requirements to safe running or not but printed loading regula
tions between the railways should assist him clearly without any doubts.
The wagon examiner must be free from the feeling that accidents due to
wrong loading would come to his account if he does not examine very keenly.
It could be feared that very careful examiners order more than ^e^y
and probably refusal of the wagon on the border could happen. ECA belxeves

that regulations should be worked out in the field ofs

- distribution of loads;

- loads which exceed over the headstocks;

- runner wagons?

- storage and fastening of loads;

- long loads on wagons with radial bolsters?

- long loads on wagons without radial bolsters?

- use of stanchions?

- wagon sheets;

- binding facilities?

- wedges, intermediate foundations, etc.

to avoid errors and misunderstandings.
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The BIT regulations are very detailed and - with all respect - it
;f+e S*\ted «** *>e P^ctice someti.es could not follow all require
ments. But on the other hand these regulations - like all the other

i0 :nra°flwtlie T^T ^^ *" °OU*t if -rioufacciSnts
la^Wz nave done their best for safe operating. There-

^^^ — - «" a-ve-mentiofed fiel'd

Distribution of loads

(1) The weight of the load may be distributed evenly to the wheels.

(2) The load limits may not be exceeded.

(3) Heavy_pieces which could damage the floor due to the form of
the piece (f.i., cable drums) may be laid on joists if the
load is assumed to be concentrated at one point of more
than 1,000 kg.

Loads which exceed over the headstocks

(4) The load may not exceed the headstocks above certain limits
see App 9). if the iOad exceeds the headstocks more than

App. y shows, a runner wagon must be taken.

Runner wagons

(5) The weight of a runner wagon must be minimum ^ tons (HIT
regulations) l/. The runner wagon could be loaded.

(6) The main load may;

- have a vertical distance of minimum 20 cm to all parts
of the runner wagon or its load;

- have a lateral distance to all parts of the runner wagon
or its load which depends on the construction of the wagons.
ihis distance can come to figures of about 1 m\

- have a longitudinal distance of minimum 40 cm to the end
of the runner wagon or the load, if the load does not lay
minimum 2C cm under the main load.

Storage and fastenings of loads

(7) The load may not lie on the walls of the wagons?

1/ HIT edition of 1963 prescribed only 8 tons.
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Loads which must be transported in sloping Posit^s
not be tied fast only by chains, wires or ropes but
also be secured by modern frameworks.

(9) Loads of more than 5 tons weight which must be shifted
from one carrier to another must carry marks of its centre

of gravity.

Transport of long loads

Lone: loads which could not be loaded on one wagon should be
loafed on a few wagons. Eigid loads may only be loaded on
maximum 2 wagons with radial bolsters. Flexible -y
be loaded on few wagons with and without radial bolsters

(f.i., rails).

If flexible loads are loaded on few wagons, each wagon may
not oS more than 75 per cent of the admissible maximum
load.

(12) The space between the knuckles of the couplings must be

eliminated.

Long loads on wagons with radial bolsters

(13) Wagons with radial bolsters can be connected by*

- the couplings?

- a runner wagon which is coupled to the wagons with radial

bolsters;

- metal coupling rod;

- the load itself, if the load and the fastenings are
able to transmit the shock and traction forces.

(14) The load must exceed the radial bolster of minimum 1 m

The load on the radial bolsters must be fixed in a ^
so that the load may not lift and that longitudinal move-

ments are limited.

(16) If the wagons with radial bolsters are connected only by
the load it must be considered that:

- the load per radial bolster may be of minimum 7-5 tons;

- the load must be fixed,connected with the radial bolster;

- the point centres of the radial bolsters are secured
against jumping out of the guidance.
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Long loada on wagons without radial bolsters

(17) Wagons with side walls or stanchions may be used.

Use of stanchions

(18) Loads which must be bound may not be bound to stanchions if
these are not secured against jumping out. ancniOns ^

(19) The lengthening of stanchions is not allowed.

Wagon sheets

(20) Wagon sheets may not be used for binding loads.

(21) The nailing of wagon sheets on the wagon is not allowed.

-ilway

Binding facilities

(23) Steel wires must have a diameter of minimum 3 mm. Pairs of
steel wires must be strained by distortion.

n-p Q-k~ 4. c • c admitted to bind wagon sheets. Hopes
oi about 5 - 6 mm thickness may be used.

Wedges, intermediate foundations

(25) Hardwood is not admitted.

Question 70/71/72/7^ (Regulations »Nmt transit of

7 73j shows

)m

two

simxlar regulatxons than those of the RAN and the CFS to handle
transport volumes from and to Upper Volta. ■ nanaie

The experience of the European railways in this field has shown that
the customs insist of the fulfilment of a lot of special arrangements.
It must be feared that later on African customs are requesting for the
same. Iherefore it is recommended to examine whether it is favourable
to consider these regulations when purchasing new freight cars in-the
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future. The EGA document e/CN.14/TRANS/WP. 25, Appendix 21,
propose regulations in this field. These regulations should be decided
by the governments with the assistance of the railway authorities.

B 5. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Question 74 (Technical specifications)

Appendix 3.74 shows that the UlC-specifications and the British
Standards (BS) are the mostly used ones. Beside these specifications
those of Rhodesia and South Africa are used especially in these countries
and in Malawi, Swaziland, Mozambique and to a certain extent m Zambia

too.

The developments in the past years have shown that the delivery

of railway equipment to African railways is spread over the whole world
and that the time, when the former colonies of United Kingdom and France

were obliged to open tenders only in United Kingdom or France, is nearly

passed. More and more the African countries open world wide tenders to
get the best offers. The experience of the last years shows that Japan

(locos and wagons), India (wagons) and USA (locos) had a large participa
tion in deliveries to Africa. An exception may be South Africa. South
Africa is industrialized and produces its whole railway equipment it
self - with few exceptions - in their own country. South Africa - with
the largest railway in Africa - is anxious to widen its trade relations

to neighbouring countries, f.i., to Rhodesia, Mozambique, Swaziland and

Malawi, and as far as railway material is concerned SAR delivers a lot
of material into these countries. Therefore the future integrated rail

way network is faced with different delivery specifications and the

purchasing conditions are nearly the same like in Europe before the founda

tion of the UIC. Mutual utilization of wagons in an integrated railway

network needs, however, uniform specification, f.i., for the international

change of spare parts. Beside that requirement, uniform specifications

would benefit all railways because uniform manufacturing of railway equip

ment with higher outputs allows a cheaper production. The last remarks

should already strengthen the efforts to uniform specifications for Africa,

ECA believes that under the existing specifications, those of the UIC are

the most detailed and best ones which exist up to now.

The UlC-specifications are not only dealing with the delivery

specifications but with regulations about traction, way and works, opera

ting and transport stock. The great financial background of the associa

ted railways allows that the UIC has its own member staff. A research
division, ORE (Office de Recherches et d'Essais), belongs to the UIC.
Numerous committees with the best experts of the different railways are
working in the fields mentioned above to examine and to introduce better

and more economical facilities.

Besides the recommendations to examine whether the UlC-delivery

specifications could be adopted it is recommended that the railways which
are not yet members of the UIC (GHP, NEC, ONCFG) should join this big
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International Railway Union (as already recommended in the ECA document
E/CU.14/TRANS/WP.25), to participate in their performances. This seems
to be worth of notice especially in regard to a future international rail
way network. Some other points are added to recognize the advantages in
a memberships

1. 42. Railway administration ins

(A)

Austria

Algeria (a)

Belgium

Bulgaria

Canada

Congo (Brazza.) (a)
Congo (Kinshasa) (a)
Czechoslovakia
Dahomey (a)

Denmark

Ethiopia (a)

Finland

France

Germany

= Africa.

Greece

Hungary

India

Iran

Iraq

Ireland

Israel

Italy

Ivory Coast

Japan

Lebanon

Luxembourg

Netherlands

Morocco (a)

Norway

Poland

Portugal

Roumania

Senegal (a)

Sweden

Switzerland

Syria

(A) Spain
Togo (A)

Tunisia (a)

Turkey

United Kingdom and

Yugoslavia

belongs to the UIC. These railway administrations are running approximately
2,98 million wagons, coaches and locomotive on 69O.OOO km track length
(412.000 km route length). The experiences of these railway administra
tions in railway operating are based in the UIC leaflets.

2. The railway companies of the UIC worked out 2 regulations RIV
(Regolamento Internazionale Veicoli) and RIC (Regolamento Internazionale
Carozze) with detailed figures. In regard to the border crossing traffic
and the mutual utilization of vehicles, ECA believes that these regulations
are the most detailed ones in the world and that there is no reason why

these regulations should not be examined for their application in Africa.

3. The numerous producers of railway equipment in the above-mentioned
countries are able to manufacture according to the UIC regulations and

have been doing so since years. The production methods are designed for
high outputs under the most economical manner. Any participation in the
UIC will benefit herein.

4- As already mentioned a part of the UIC regulations are dealing with
delivery specifications. These specifications are not absolutely new
and divergent from other specifications, f.i., from the British or the AAR

standards but they are composed after serious examinations out of the

existing ones with the aim of fulfilling the requirements of the railways
in the best possible manner. Therefore it should not be feared that UIC

delivery specifications would be opposite to, f.i., BS or AAR standards.
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5. An integrated African railway network orders a co-ordinating organiza

tion like UIC. This would mean a much more higher financial burden to the
railways than a participation in the UIC and further on the establishment
of such an African Railway Union needs a long time.

B 6. INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS ABOUT PAYMENTS

Question 75 (international Payments)

As already mentioned under Question 70-73 an international railway

traffic exists only between:

Ivory Coast and Upper Volta, and

Senegal and Mali.

As far as the international regulations about payments between Ivory Coast
and Upper Volta are concerned it could be learned that these do not exist
because Ivory Coast and Upper Volta have a railway community.

Normally the utilization of foreign freight cars must be paid at
a per diem rate, coaches and baggage cars at an axle-kilometre-run-rate.
The latter regulation about payments could be easily done because coaches
and baggage cars are not running in free movements like freight cars but
in fixed turnrounds. The payment for an axle kilometre meets more the
actually arisen costs than the per diem rate. The UlC-railways agreed to
0.05 Swiss Gold Franc/l axle kilometre (l gold franc = 10/31 grams with

0.900 gold).

Cm TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC STUDY ON RAILWAY LINKAGES AND KXTENSIONS

ECA document E/CN.14/TRANS/t-P.25 recommended linkages of the railways

in Senegal/Iteli with those of Guinea, Ivory Coast and Nigeria. Further
on it was recommended to link the railways along the coast side.

At the meetings held in Lagos at the end of October 1968 on development
of West African sub-region, the view was again expressed that the coastal
areas stretching from Liberia to Nigeria - and in particular the projected
industrial centres - would be better and more economically served by

connected railways.

The French transport study "Etude des Liasions Inter-Etats en Afrique

de l'Ouest", published 1966, recommends the following extensions and links:

• Rail extension of the Lamco railway (Liberia) to N'Zerekore
(South of Guinea* approximately 50 km).

Rail link between Quangolodougou (ivory Coast) to Sikasso (Mali),
approximately 200 km.

An international rail-link from Nouakshott to Accra alongside the coast.
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C 1- HAIL LINKS AND EXTENSIONS IN NIGERT

(a) Extensions

Discussions were held in which the following desirable extensions
under the present aspect were given: extensions

Lagos - Ijebue Ode - Benin - Enugu

Calabar - Port Harcourt

Gusau - Sokoto

Ibadan - Oshogbo - Benin

Lagos - I.iebue Ode - Benin - Enugu - link

co*ld serve better the highly industrialized, area around Lagos

be usffS ?or Si%0Ut °f f+e-P°rt Hip00UPt "^«y. F-ther on it wouldbe useful for the transportation of steel products, f.i., black and
corrugated sheets, rods and bars, angles and channels into Sis area and
Ibadan winch should be produced in an integrated iron and steel complex

1962 68*1* t Hnitfa+,°! L°k0Ja areaS' The Wati0nal development Plan1962-68 pointed out that the Government decided to establish the iron ore
and steel complex with a capacity of 125.000 - 250,000 long tons/year
Full capacity should be reached in 1970/71. The sleel products should be
delivered mostly to the areas of Lagos, Port Harcourt, Lugu and Kaduna
in which most of the steel consumers could be found.

The iron ore deposits near Lokoja needs coal for further processing
?Ot yet_ decided whether coal out of the area around a«x£i oo"d *

! ^! -cements ™ ^ imported coal - transported via inTand water
ways - or other processing for steel making should be decided.

Due to several reasons this project was postponed. But it is still

C?r?tlOn ^ C°Ve Nigeria'ssteel requirements which are estima-

Table 1

Steel products
——^——^-———.^—^__

Merchant products

Black sheets

Corrugated galvanized sheets
Reinforced rods

Imports^
I960

19OOO long tons

3-5
3.0

39.9
35.0

Expected demand-^
1975

1,000 long tons

10.1

18.0

40.0

87.4 - I6I.4

6 years - Plan 1962-68.y an 196268.

b/ Excluded large size angles, beams, channels, all forgings, pipe and wire.
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The production of steel products in the range of maximum 250,000 long

tons will require the transport of 242,000 long tons iron ore, 75,200 long
tons of limestone 110,000 long tons coal. That means a total increase of

transport volume ofs

677,200 long tons/year = 688,000 metric tons/year.

Additional Transport facilities must be taken into consideration for
handling these bulks. It seems that due to cheap transport costs only

inland waterways and railways should be taken into mind.

Calabor - Fort Harcourt

This extension is desired to offer to the Calabor area better transport
facilities for the transportation of palm products to the Port. Further it

could serve to an international link to Cameroon.

Gusau - Sokoto

Better transport facilities for the transportation of Cotton and

groundnuts out of the area around Sokoto should serve this extension.

Further it could serve to the international link to Niger, (Gaya).

Ibadan - Oshogbo - Benin

This extension would serve the timber, rubber, palm, and mineral ore

production in the region around Benin. Further details about the feasi

bility of this rail extension could not be given.

(b) International Links

The transit traffic on rail to the neighbouring countries Chad and

Niger shows the following Tables 2 - 6s

Table 2 : Volume of transit traffic (in tons') carried from neighbouring

countries ."by rail

Year Chad Niger

1965/66 10,219 17,465
1966/67 17,998 25,375
1967/68 25,064 21,925

Table 3 s Volume of transit traffic (in tons) from neighbouring countries

(Chad and Niger)

1965/66 1966/67 1967/68

78,234 90,945 65,529
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TablQ 4. s Main commodities fin tons) of transit, traffic to
countries " ' -——

tfit

Chad

Commodities

Flour

Sugar

Milk

Salt

Food stuffs

Textiles

Coment

Vehicles

Building

materials

Machinery-

parts

Wheat

Wine ■

Plywood

Sundries

Total

Tahle 5 : Main

countries ((

1965/66 1966/6'
Niger

200

650

1,300

600

2,350

100

2,879

150

900

400

690

2,052

325

5

707

1,663

1,104

1,700

175

3,400

475

4,388

1,020

500

482

1967/68

893

500

17

731

2,424

1,462

8,560

200

4,000

600

2,280

1,200

700

1,497

1965/66

207

3,243

4

2,938

4,869

200

2sO5O

63

200

1,131

10,219 17,998 25,064 17,465

1966/67

1,505

7,004

22

5,893

2578l

5,646

300

950

100

100

1,074

25,375

1967/68

1,100

5,073

74

6,721

2,009

4,654

100

546

48

120

1,480

21,925

commodities (in tons) of transit traffi
'had and Niger 1 ~

c from neight

Commodities
-

Groundnuts

Groundnut cake

Cotton lint and seed

Groundnut oil

Cocoa

Total

1965/66

62,402

5,057

4,887

5,819

69

78,234

1966/67 1967/68

74,153

6,887

3.613

6,292

90,945

43,804

7,656

12,433

1,636

65,529

Total

180,359

19,600

20,933

13,747

69

234,708
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The total transit traffic to and from Chad and Niger carried by the

NEC is as follows:

Table 6 :

Total transit traffic to and from Chad

Year and Niger carried by the NRC in tons

1965/66

1966/67 ^4,318

1967/68

The decrease in 1967/68 may be caused by the crisis in the further

Eastern Region of Nigeria.

■ Out of the projects of international links to neighbouring countries

such ass

NSC - 'Chad

NRC - Dahomey

NRC - Niger

the first one has high priority.

NRC - Chad

This rail link is an extension from the railhead in Maiduguri further

on to Fort Lamy.

It oould be learned that the intention of the Nigerian Government is
favouring more a rail extension than a roadlink to offer Chad cheaper
trln^orf rates and to increase their exports and imports through Nigeria
(1966/67 : total 55,000 tons on rail).

The road freight rates from Maiduguri to Port Lamy and vice versa
seem rather high as far as the Chad transport carriers are concerned.

These are as follows?

Maiduguri - Fort Lamy (Nigerian carriers) 6 Bl/lg tons (249 km)

Fort Lamy - Maiduguri (Chad carriers) 12 Nt/lg tons (249 km)

Ferry over the Niger river 15 N sh/lg tons
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Total cost Maiduguri

carriers)
- Fort Lamy (Nigeria

or

or

/t/lg tons

18.9 USS/lg "

18.6 USS/metric tons

7.47 US ct/tkm

Total cost Fort-Lamy - Maiduguri
(Chad carriers)

or

or

12/l5/-NL/lg tons

35-7 US$/lg tons

35-14 US$/metric tons

I4.ll US ct/tkm

The construction costs of the rail-link seem not to be high since
the regxon through which the trackline are running has a Savanfa vegetation,

NRC - Dahomev

NEC - Niger

'■■

Sokoto" aBuT^rnti°ne? tMS 1±nk C°Uld bS Started frOm the railhead in
*iv™ f\ nP ^Ct 1S in an early Stage' The extension does not
give any technical problems to the railway.

C 2. RAIL LIM.S AND EXTMSION IN DAHOMEY

Railway extension

The project with the highest priority is the improvement of the trans
port link from Parakou (railhead) to the Niger border (330 km). At the
present time, a not improved road exists and it could be learned that the
road is m a very bad condition.

The total traffic between Dahomey and Niger in the past years is
as follows 1/s

Year
Dahomey - Niger

(tons)
Niger - Dahomey To'tal

(tons) (tons)

1965
1966

1967

59,345
819047

81,035

23,660

27,284

74S153

83?OO5

108,331
155,188

1/ Source i Sftrete Nationale, Republique du Niger.
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The railway transported exports and imports from and to Niger are

as follows*

1968 (estimation)

tons/year

Groundnuts 7 6,000 60,000

Dry goods 32,000 32,000

Petrol products 38,000 45*000

Total 146,000 137,000

During the visit in Dahomey it was noticed that the World Bank

financed a transport study prepared by N.D. Lea and Associates, Limited.

This study consists of 2 parts. The first part examines the existing

transport facilities and will show the priorities of improvements and

new construction of roads and rail extension or links. The second part

will give, after working out technical specifications for the transport

improvements, a financial plan for the capital requirements. The study

should be completed in 7/1969-

The first part, which was not the final print shows the following

traffic forecast:
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T^r.attonal tr°^t. traffic forest via Baho^v to and from

and Nigeria (in tons.

Total tonnages Northbound

Year to and from Niger to Niger

1970

1975

1976

1990

175*000

216?000

2215000

278,000

80,000

115s000

119,000

115,000

To

Cotonou

95,000

101,000

102,000

123,000

via Gaya a/ via Nikki b/

60,000

80,000

140,000

140,000

Minimum Hypothesis

1970 135,000 80,000

1975 174,000 115,000

1976 82,000 62,000

1990 82,000 62,000

Maximum Hypothesis

1970 193,000 98,000

1975 240,000 139,000

1976 245,000 - 143,000

1990 333,000 210,000

55*000

59?OOO

20,000

20,000

95,000

101,000

102,000

123,000

60,000

80,000

84,000

100,000

140,000

140,000

140,000

140,000

a/ Gaya located in the border triangle Niger - Nigeria - Dahomey.

b/ Nikki located 100 km north-east of Parakou near the border Dahomey -

Nigeria.

The distance between Cotonou and IVIalanville (border Dahomey-Niger) is
768 km (438 km rail, 330 km road).

The report recommends an improvement of the very bad road between the
railhead Parakou and Malanville because a railway extension would be too
expensive. This statement is based on the following comparison of costs;

Costs for road improvement (115 km only)
170 mill. FCFA (710,000 US$)

Costs for railway extension (330 km full distance)
4,000 mill. FCFA (l6,7 mill. US$).
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700 US$/km per year.

The specific construction costs of the railroad

with

are 51,000 US$/km.

should be seen only as a te.porary soluti n to

i rss

Sh°Uld °-«>P^te especially

>■

ttlant T / materlal is concerned, this cement factory could feed
fsvl+Til , 8 °°nOrete or P^eatressed concrete sleepers. If it i
estimated that approximately 1 million sleepers of the OCBN are lying o

is

on

■"

*"* lav.
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1. It is planned to ranch 300,000 ha in the region of the source

of the Okpara river with approximately 100,000 pcs. of life-

stock. But figures about the transport volumes could not be

given.

2. Maize is produced mainly in two areas, south and middle of

Dahomey. In the middle of Dahomey two crops per year are

possible. Maize shall be planted on 300,000 ha with an out

put of approximately 250,000 tons/year.

The other existing projects are not asking for significant additional

transport facilities (rail or road). These projects ares

3. Rice production 3-10,000 tons/year in two areas

Dome-Go (Uest and near of Abomey),
in the Oueme river valley (near Porto Novo).

4. Timber near Abomey - Bohicon out of the regions Agrimey, Djigbe

and Dan. Figures about the foreseen movements to Cotonou were

not projected.

5. Increase of Allen cotton production from 5,000 tons/year to
858OO tons/year.

6. Oilseed production in Bohicon 43,000 tons/year of peanuts should
be manufactured into 16,000 tons/year of oil and 15,000 tons/year
of oil cake (tourteaux).

7. Palm oil factories should be opened in the regions of Agony,

Hinvi and Houin. All these factories are not far from Cotonou.

The palm oil factory in the region of Houin is already construc

ted. Transport problems are not expected.

8. Klinker factory near Pobe. A transport connection - rail or road -

is however missed. A road connection to Cotonou is under considera

tion. A rail branch line may serve probably better this klinker

factory and the projected cement factory in Oniglo with a capacity

of 100,000 tons/year.

C 3. RAIL LINKS AND EXTENSIONS IN TOGO

The budget of the CFT is very scarce. Therefore normal maintenance

and replacement of the rolling stock and the trackline is hard to manage.

The new port of Lome is designed in such a way that the railways could

handle the imports and exports in the most efficient way.

une of the handicaps with which the CFT is faced is the rail gap

between Blitta and Sokode (80 km). Blitta is a very small town and the

present railhead of the CFT. It would be much more favourable if this

railhead could be transferred to Sokode which is a bigger town than Blitta

and a better centre of rail-road transhipment than Blitta.
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Although the CFT has shown during the last raining season, during
which all road connections to the north were interrupted for 8 weeks,
that they have an important position among the whole national economy,
it could be learned that the government have the tendency to support
more the improvements of roads parallel to the rail-line than the rail
way. These road improvements ares

1. Lome - Tsevie

The road improvement has already started (financed by FED)

2. Tsevie - Blitta

The improvement of this road is under consideration (financing is
required from FED, who is asking for the closure of the CFT in this case).

Recently it could be learned that the Governments of Togo and Upper
Volta are discussing the transportation of ex-and imports from Lome to
Upper Volta. These discussions are still not finished. For the year 1969
it is, however, envisaged to start with 100,000 tons. From north to south
mainly groundnuts and from the south to the north mainly cement, iron

products, fish and general cargo must be transported. The CFT will carry
about 50,000 tons on the rail-line with containers to Blitta and from there
by lorries to Upper Volta.

The planning Director (Directeur du Plan) was asked about the future
developments in the field of agriculture and industry. The following
projections were givens

(a) In the region of Palime: Increase of the coffee and cocoa

production;

(b) In the north part of Togo: Increase of the groundnut production;

(c) In the region of Atakpame: Increase of cotton production;

(d) Making up of a cement factory near the coast.

In regard to the improvements of the transport-systems (rail and road)
the Commission takes the liberty to ask whether these improvements are
accentuated in the best way. We believe that a concerted action of the
road carrier and the CFT should be envisaged which means improving of
feeder roads to the railway and extension of the CFT-line to Sokode and
not improvement of road-systems along side the rail-line. Under this
view it is recommended to examine again carefully the future transport
projections.
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C 4. RAIL LINKS AND EXTENSIONS IN GHANA

Up to now GEP have no plan to conneot the railway wi*h
countries. Extensions in Ghana are only proposed or under
These are the approximate distances:

Proposed extensions:
140 km

Probable future extensions

70

40

250

50

it

it

ti

H

1.310 "

Awaso - Sunyani

Shai Hills - Akosombo

Harbour

Koforidua - Apimso

Sub-total

Kade - Kibi - Bosuso

Kumasi - Sunyani -

Wenchi - Eamboi -

Bole - Wa - Lawra -

Tumu - Navrongo -

Pong - Tamale -

Damango - Eamboi

Navrongo - Bawku

(85 km)

Tamale - Yendi

Akosombo Harbouz - Ho

Awaso - Bibiani -

Nyinahin - Kumasi

Tarkwa - Prestea -

Tanoso - Enchi

Sub-total

Total all extensions -

Feasibility studies were not done for these proposed or r
future extensions except for the extension Awaso - Sunyani. For this
extension a feasibility study was prepared. The government agreed to
the extension. But financial funds are up to now not available for

the construction.

The future aspects of traffic on the railway are favourable and show
the strong position of the railway into the economic framework of the
country The following Table 7 shows these forecasts for main commodities

(bulk commodities):

85

101

80

172

100

1,898

2,148

ii

n

ii

ii

ii

ii

ii
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Cocoa

Timber

Bauxi te

Manganese

C em en t

Petrol products

Total bulk commodities

: Ministry of Economic Affairs, "Ghana railways! An Evaluation
rehabilitation and improvement programme 1968/69 - 1972/73",

^ tiLC°CT^aff±,C °n throu^h trains 50/50 split in destination to
Tema and Takoradi.

^ haulage!^10 ^^ ^ ** 1966/6?s i-e"' l61 km (10° ^^s) average
d/ Cement on through trains to KumasiJ 39.83 mill. t/km.

Cement on through trains to Accra? 15.95 mill, t/km!

f°Vefiment wil1 Prepare a transport plan in the near future out
the transport requirements will be seen. It could be learned

I Prof. Jo Koopmann) that the Stanford Research Institute will prepare
a study about transport, water resources, agriculture and public telecom
munications. Further on a Dutch engineer works since the second half of
October 1968 on water transportation on the Lake Volta.

C 5* Bail extension in Upper Volta

The railway project with the highest priority is the extension from
Ouagadougou to Tamboa (332 km). Tamboa is located near the border triangle
Mali -Niger - Upper Volta. High grade manganese ore is located in the
area of Tamboa. The rail extension would be feasible if 250,000 - 300,000
tons/year of ore could be transported over a period of 20-25 years The

nSft/f f ^ railwa^ tension is estimated with 27-4 million US$ (85,000
US3/kmJ. The rail distance from Tamboa to Abidjan amounts to 1,477 km.

Another project which is still under consideration is the extension
01 the railway from Ouagadougou to Niamey.

The traffic, however, is rather low (see Table 8).
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Table 8

Traffic Ivory Coast Traffic Niger -

Upper Volta - Niger a/ Upper Volta - Ivory Coast a/ Total
Year (tons) (tons) (tons)

1965 13,370 5,139 18,509

1966 16,395 3,714 20,109

1967 13,670 2^591 l6>216

a/ Source : Surete Rationale, Republiaue du Niger-

It seems that Niger - transports prefer more the route through Dahomey

(1967s 115,188 tons).

The transit traffic in 1967 from Ivory Coast via Upper Volta to Mali

and vice versa carried by HAN is more worth of notice (see Table 9).

Table 9 a/s

Petrol products

Other products

Cotton

Cotton seed

a/ Source : Stlrete flati

(l) = Quangolodougou=

C 6. Rail-extensions in

Transit traffic

to Mali (tons)
via

(1) (2)

850 19,478

16,649

- -

-

onale, Republique du

(2) -

Guinea

Transit traffic

from frail (tons)

via

(1)

-

-

1,706

1,996

Ni ger.

(2)

-

-

4,137

4,956

Bobo-Dioulasso

Total

transit

traffic

(tons)

20,328

16,649

5,879

6,952

The project with the highest priority is the construction of a 136 km
long railway from Boke to Kasmar, This railway should link Bauxite deposits
with the harbour Boke. The topography and the terrain do not present any
difficulties concerning the construction. On the first 65 km from Kasmar
earthworks ballasting and bridges were already completed by BAMLDI before
1962. But rehabilitation of the road bed and strengthening and recondi-
tioning of bridges are required. The cost estimations for the railway with
three stations, two terminals, dispatching and train control by radio tele
phone are 40.9 million US$. This railway should operate separately from
the ONCFG. The BIRD - Report P-634? dated 5.9.689 entitled;

"Report and Recommendations of the President to the Executive

Directors on a Proposed Loan to the Republic of Guinea"
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recommends among others that the railway should have a gauge width of
i <4jO mm. ■■

This recommendation does not correspond with the future uniform African
gauge which seems to be 1,067 mm. It may be recalled that 79 per cent
of all trackline (58,79O km) and 90 per cent of all vehicles (185,258 pes)

an f,J ^fit" t SaUSe Wldth °f ^°61 mra- Eighteen percentPofall tracklines (13,383 km) and about 9 per cent of all vehicles (l6,5O6 pes)

h *l!000 mm- ^e rest has a ~ ^
It may be stated again as well as for the proposed Gabon railway, for

n^-T AgaUge ^fh °f ls435 mm Was als0 "commended, that a gauge width
of 1,435 mm would render much more difficulties for the future rail-links
in the ^est African sub-region. As far as the transportation of bulk goods,
in this case bauxite ore is concerned,a railway of 1,067 mm gauge width
is as well as efficient, as a railway with gauge width of 1,435 mm. If it
is assumed; *

That the poured weight of bauxite is in the range of 1.25 t/m3;

That the maximum admissible axleload should not exceed 25 tons.

then the bauxite ore cars must have a volume of approximately 60 m3. This
dimension may be built for a gauge width of 1,067

mm.

Further on,the Commission want to remind that the following future
standardizations are in mind;

~ knuckle ^Pe with contour 10A (AAR specification

Height of centre coupling above rail; 895 mm (unloaded).

It is recommended that the Government of the Republic of Guinea should
examine again whether a gauge width of 1,067 mm may not serve better the
future transport development plans in their own country and of the sub-
region. *

Another rail-link project is the connection of the ONCFG and the CFM.
It is under consideration to connect Kouroussa with Bamako (Mali). It
was learned that the government of th3 People's Republic of China has
offered his assistance in this respect. Unfortunately further data were
not available.

C 7. Rail-extension in Senegal

The project under consideration is the extension of the CFS from
Koungheul to Kountaur (Gambia) 42 km. A study was prepared.

In regard to the construction of this extension difficulties are not
expected. All other projects are fairly known.
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CONCLUSIONS

Linkage's ^Africa region" (EGA document E/CN.14/TEANS/WP.25) and-
technical and Economic study of railway linkages in the East African
Region". Regarding to the technical differences between the railway
svftems it Jty be noticed that uniform decision about the construction
anfmaintenance of vehicles and the permanent way and uniform regulations
about tSe delivery specifications of railway material should be «°^ed
lit to enable ^integration of railways with the compulsory mu ual utxlxza-
tion of vehicles. ECA comments the differences between the answers of the
railways to 75 questions and proposes or recommends uniform regulations
where those seem to be necessary. These proposals are mainly based on the
European Technical Unity and UIC regulations because 42 railway administra
tes witn approximately 2.9 million vehicles and 69O,000 km track length,
the biggest railway association in the world, are following more or less
these regulations and there should be no reasons why these regulations
should not be examined for African requirements. These proposals and
recommendations should be seen as a basis for discussions about final
decisions between the governments and the railways. In regard to ^ture
gauge conversions from 1,000 mm to 1,067 mm, ECA worked out a system out
fi which it could be seen whether a gauge conversion is justifiable or not.

The Commission believes that the railways should give more attention

to some of the possible future standards which means:

Coupling type: AAH - knuckle type with Contour 10A;

Height of coupling centre above rail: 895 mm;

Gauge width: 1,067 mm (3'6").

It is recommended that new rolling stock and new sleepers should

facilitate later conversions.
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ruDiic ana pui's xx

Name of Railway

Company

1. Sierra Leone

Railways, Free

town , Cline Town,

Sierra Leone

(SLR)

fioute

length

km

500

Gauge

width

mm

762

Coupling

type

Forklever

Height

coupling

above rail

mm

750

of

centre

level

■ 1 ■

Brake

system

Vac. a/

2. Sierra Leone

Development Co.,

Freetown, Sierra

Leone (SLDC) 93 1,067

3. Liberia Mining

Co., Monrovia,

Liberia (LMC) 67 1,067

4. National Iron

Ore Co.5 Monrovia,

Liberia (NIOC) 84 1,067

5. Bong Mining Co.,

Monrovia, Liberia

(BMC) 80 1,435

6. Lamco, Monrovia,

Liberia 265 19435

AAR

AAR

AAR

876

876

Scharfenberg 1,040

AAR 876 (?)

Vac.

Air pr. b/

Air pr.

Air pr.

Air pr.

a/ Vac. = Vacuum brakes.

b/ Air pr. = Air pressure brakes.
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Public and pure iron ore railways in West Afri

NRC, Nigeria

OCDN, Dahomey

CFT, Togo

GRP, Ghana

RAN, Ivory Coast

LMC, Liberia

HIOC, Liberia

BMC, Liberia

LAMCU, Liberia

SLR, Sierra Leone

SLDC, Sierra Leone

ONCFG, Guinea

OFS, Senegal

CFM, Mali

Total (100^)

Sub-total

Houte length

km

3,315

723j

948y

61

84

80

265

93

662

1,032^/
64O^

10,212

345 (3.4)

495O7 (44.1)

4,860 (47.6)

500 (4-9)

a/ Estimated.

b/ "World Railways, 1967/68",

c/ "Compte Rendu de Gestion,

d/ "Compte Rendu de Gestion,

1967".

1966".

Gauge width

mm

1,067

1,000

1,000

1,067

1,000

1,067

1,067

1,435

1?435

762^

1,067

1,000

1,000

l,00O»

All

1*435

1,067

1,000

762

No. of rail

way vehicles

6,729^
428-2/
534^

3,606^
1,223s/

200^/
150^/
158

600^/
1,001^/

340^/
378

1,063^
502^/

16,912

758 (4.5)

11,025 (65.2)

4,128 (24.4)

1,001 ( 5.9)



imaiitionnalre to the Railway Coapania

Dahome

OCDS

Togo Qhana

QRF

Ivory Coast

RID

., - deoislonB should

be made bv all governments)
~Setrio

Measuring Byste- Sa^itb Bngu, English

1. The standard meseura of

trsoklino, aeaaured

between the inner side

of rail Heads is »• 1067

2. Gauge width ia not less 106-j

than mm

3. Alao in the band and 1060
inoluding the increase

of gauge, it ia not

larger than nn

4. Drawing of flange

clearance

1015 norma

1025 inol.

a. 12.7(4") , ... »■
. max . 44.45(1$"),c, D "
b aln - 41.275(1 5/6) o -

iu. 41.275(1 5/8)

° Bin . 36.513(1 7/16")

1000 * 5

995

1015

B - 0

* - 39

0 - 44

1067 100°

1O63.6(3'5^") 997

1065.9(3'6i") 1025

.0 a . 50,

. 41.28 (1 5/8") b - *>/«
- 41-28 (1 5/8") o-47

B. Conatruotion of the vehlolea

tUniform deoialons ehould be

mada by all Hoveranents)

5. Drawing of loading gauge

6. Drawing of structure gauge

7. Maximum axleload t

8. FeTBitted axleload on

the railway network t

9. Baight per aster run

(weight of tha wagon slu«

weight of load per eaoh
■etsr of the car1 s length

aaaaured over tha non-

pressed couplings) t/a

10. Minimum wheel baee,

distance of the end axlea
of the cara, axoluding

bogie* ie ■

11. Tha oare mist bo o»p»bla

of running noathly

through rail bends ol ain.a

12. Hinima noeel base of

bogles ■

3.0 - 3.2

Ho two-axle cars

1.68

Mo two axle cars13. For cars without bogie*

whioh are newly oonBtruot-

ad, tha relation of wheel

base and total length,

neaaurad over the non-

preaaed coupling is at leaat

14. The irheal bodies of tha

wheels oonalBt of

rolled,

foreed x

or oaat steel *

(Flaaee indicate sny llnita^-

tion in tm Batarial) Ho limitation

3.65

No tvo-axle oars

80 workahop

150 sain lin

1.30 (old)
1.60 (new)

No two axle cars

3-5 - 4.0

All nan oara So two-axle oars J-5

are bogie oars

100 75 b workshop 75 workshop
201 b main line 1O0 a main lin

1.40 (old) 1.676 (8'6") 1-51.40 (old)
1.60 (new)

All new oar» No two alia care 0-552

are bogie oare

1000

997

1020

'+3

not available

48
not available

- 30

- 32.5
- ?

Plats No,

PTO

15(16-5 >>

11.8 (15

18A

hort

abort

*)

t)

)availabl*

13-5

12.0

3.65

available

3.5

available

16.3

13-7

BBV 3536

Plan Ho.ANT 800A

13-5

11.5

ava

12.

12

ilabls

5

5

Jdraning 100,925 0

15

12-5

3.65

111 new rolling

■tooiu bogla

wagons

1.2 b old bogie

1.6 » na* bogie

111 new oars are

bogie oars

Ho two-eile car

90 ■ workshop

300 a main line

No limitation No limitatio

1/ Converaion to metrle sjstan eipeoted January 1569.

%/ For Tanderai 94 ■ (30C).

3_/ Only Bpokad wheels.

£/ All datas were not offic ally ^"en bj the railway*.

centare minimum 6.2
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Sigeria

NSC

Dahomey

OCDH

Togo

OFT

□hanm

ORP

vory Coa Guinea

OHCPO 1/
Senegal

crs

15* Nonobloo consist of
rolled,

forged

or oaat eteel

(Please indioate any limita
tion in the material)

16. Pcessed-on tyreai

Shrinkage allowance db/bb fi
wheel diao

Wheel preesure on axis* aa/mm

P wheel seat

17. Width of the tyres aax mm

IS. Oauge measure of the
wheel eat, taken betwe

the face sides of the

wheels max. mn

19. Regulations about th* r»-

aiBBurenentB of d*r«iled

nht.lu.t. »ith roller biai-

ing* and vhite metal bearings

20. Height of coupling oantre

above rail for freight oars

and. ooachsa. an. an

21. Drawing of the coupling

22. Stnaa of the ooupling,

adslsaible

nax. pressure t

Dai. trtotive power t

working oai«city Bkg

23. SlBtanoa of the non-aov-

able parts on the anda of

of ooupling puah of to*

pressad ooupling is

Bin. bb

24. Diatanoa of tha snds of

footboards and atspa at

tha oar sides from the

level of the ooupling

push of tha prasaed

ooupling ia Bin. an

25. Spaoa to be reserved

of ths wagons and on

aaoh aid* of the longitu

dinal oantar of oar, and

•t the non-BOvabla parti

which stand over the oead-

atook leval

Clatuias froa tha front

of the preeaed ooupling

to tha haa&atock Bln.BB

width Bln.na

height above rail Bin.

26. Rsgulatione for the

attaohsant of atapa and

holding bare on cars

Sot used, but

no limitation

Sot used, but

bo HaltatIon

0,0015

10.2 - 14.2

looo 127 (511

wagon 114,3 Ut")

0,001

0.33

looo

oara

- 0.

140

130

43

33)
993.8)

+ 6.35
- 3-18

(3Tf +

ICuat b. in tol-

aranoaa (questi

- 1/8")

18)

863.fi (2'10n)

838.2 (2-9- )

Z. 7300/4

So ragulationa

322.5)

124006

ot available

252/

230

405
600

2000

diagonal oornar

Ho purchase of

■onobloo wheels
Ho purohase

aonobloo whe

0,00117 - 0,00136= 0,0015

0.14 - 0.37 0.33

looo 135 looo 127

O1TS 114.3

0,0013

O.I - 0.3

130

125

+ 2

- O
* 4

- 5

0,0022^'

not available

130

125

927) 924
924)

JCuot bt m Must be in Hunt ba In Not av«il»ble
tolerance (see 18) toleruise (see 18) tolerance (aee IS)

nan buffer 700-750 882.65 (2'10£")

hook 450-500 838.20 (2'9»j

Blni Duffer 530-640*
hook 340-3905/

HllliBoni Talbot a 6448/11

05.16252

)Bot available

150

)Sot available

300

400

2000

diagonal corners

290

850

2000

755 loaded? 755
700

Hornali OPEROtC 124004 See BC1 doc

silliaoni0?KHOM E/CH.

124023

Vornal Hllllson

12 12 2/
60 11/ 65
S00 7

335

512

485
425
1720

Wot availabla

320

390

2000

partly! diagonal

oornerB

partial all 4

aomera

0,013

1.5 - 2.5

926

924

935
725

drwgi 0?BHOM

25 124004

209

Sot availabla

485
400

2000

1/ 111 data* wan not offioally given by the railways

2/ Tyred wheels are not secured by glbeon rings

j/ Out of drwg for C3SH-vagona

j/ Eatiutedi 760 - 50 bb worn wheel - 50 na apring - 680

£/ Batlutlon

6/ Sail busssa are fitted with Hllliion oouplinga
aax. 800 ■■ min. tyj bb

2/ £atla»ted

8/ To ba found on ooal hopper wagonai
height of operating board 1314 ma

above rail level.

2/ Brake oabina plua laddara • 0

10/ Only freight oars, diagonal on the
eornara alongBide the bead atooka.

11/ Break load.
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Ilgeria

HBC

27. Are all oranka or hand

wheel* of band brakes
fixed in such a way that

tba braka ia pulled when

turning the ersnk or band

■heel in olooknise direc

tion yea, no

28. Type of tba continuous

brake.Regulations about

tha bilk* syatem

29. Standard regulation

about toe fitting of

aiiergency brakes in

coaobaa and baggage cure

30. are tbara existing •parfce-

arresting abaata on tba

top of the ifbaela of

coaohea, baggage and freight

sara with wooden floors

Taa, Ho

31. tn tha aide vail doors of
ooachea vbicb open outwarda

fittod ¥itb «lf-adjusting,

double-looking davioe*

lea, No

32. Drawing of tba Icej for

looking the doora of

coaob.es

33. Are the eide alida doora

of baggage oars fitted

nith a device vbiob

prevents then from abut

ting in undue time Yea,

If any, whioh ia tbe

ranainlng opening »t leas

7aouuB brakes

e&ch oo&partaent 1

othsra 3

baggage oars 1

111 doors

invarda

lea

Vacuun brake■

All dso

inwards

Togo

CFT

■Ghana

OEP

Ivory Coaat
aiv

a

if

I,, les las

Vacuun brakaa Vscuub brakeel/ Vaouua broke

Yea

Taouun brake■

on aaoh and of eaoh ooopsrtnant 1 on eaoh,

. ooaob 1 pc.ot.er Ipc/e^b oo.ohea i/
and^ baggage oara

All floo

invarda

All door

inwards

Special key,

liJta UlC-key

All doors ope1

innards

Spaoial key, not

like HIC-key

Pully opened dfl
670S/

'Senegal

CP3

Vaouun brake a

1 on eaoh,»nd of the 1 on aaeh end of All ooaohea ar

/ tba ooaoba. ^"t

All doora open Ho

inwards

Special key, not UlC-key
like HIC-key

34. HritingB and algo* on tba

oara (drawinga if any)
lea, Ho

Saoe of tbe railnay 00.

1m of tt>« country

C»r nunber

Indiostiao of eoaoaea

Tare Height

Is oaae of fraight oara

load limite, oonsiating

the admisalbla axlaload

g) Construction of the

oontinoua braka and the

braka night

b) Floor space in sq. netar

of freight o»rs

i) In oasa of containers,

tank cars) etc., the

TOluae In »3, hi or 1
)} Sate of praviom inspeo-

tion

t) In casa of vthiole xith-

out bogleat sheel base

l) In oaae of bogie oar*,

distance of bogie pivots

and on ttia bogies the

uli dlatanoa

■) Hritlnge and aLgns on

f) x

g) -

h) -

1) 1

i) *

It) -

1) 1 {name of

private

,3/

f)x

g) -

h) ,

k) -

1) -

h) -

i) x

1) -

bl) Ho

t) x

g) -

■) -

1) -

g) -

hi

ll x

D-

f) »

a) -

h) -

a) x (name of owner) ») * (=•»• °f «">«) ■) x (""" of

f)

K) "

i) Not available *)

i) - x t)

k) - 1 k)

1) -

«) 1

1/ Minibob vuiui 18 am Hg.

2/ Brake oheok aiarj 2 year*,

j/ Rail bnsaail 1 on aaoh door.

4_/ all dataa Mara not orfioiallj given by the Railway ididniatratlon.

5/ Looking by hand, not automatically.

6/ Coacha«i Tea) Freight oarai Bo.

2/ Only signl Blaok atar.

8/ This M? be seen cat of the oar nunber:
f .i. 18002: QO2 - Ca» Ho.

IB - Load t.

2/ CoaohMi Ho] Frai^rt oara: Yes.

10/ Only tank wagons.

11/ Spaii-arreating eheeta are to be

Installed during ganai«l ovarhaul

of oars.
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Xigeri*

IRC
Togo

CFT
Ghana

OR?
Ivory Coaat

BAN
Quinea

ONCFOi0/
Senagil

35« Beaiatanoe of iragon fnuaaa

againat preaaure M»i t

■oiked o

not atata

. daeinlona

ut to all

ah

trtrr

raassotivaljr railttaja

the v

milrt

arnBe

)

'ablelea

be

nta

36. Regulation! about tha

of the inapeotiona

37. Hulna interval Ivt

two Inapeotions of i

fMight oar

varnBanta daoialona

>«la. tjraa

38. Defining of the tntd
oirole sb froo inaide

face of th« *he«l

19. Tlilokneaa of wheel tyrea,

a»iurad in toe level of

tread olrola

for aoaohea and baggage

oara Bin. h

for frai^ht oar« " "

40. H.ight of wha.l flang*

•bora tha triad ui, u

eirola of wtaatli Kin, u

41. *i*llty of tha treadat

Bigulationa about tie

adaieaibla wheel flata,

for inatanoa length of

■heel flata

freight oara hi. bb

Material aggregation* not

longer than

freight oin sax. ma

ooaohea ■ "

and not higher than

fraight oara aaz. bb

42. Regulationa about

adBiaaible oraoka and

vertioal or hcriaontal

teara in nheela or >heel

tyrea

Defining of a "looae"

wheel tyre

43* Regulations about tha

adalaalble teara of tyre

olipe

44* Regulation! (.bout

adalaaibla aaiftio« of >

vhaal on tha ula

or *up*Tior

oraziiauli

freight oaxa (steal)

lgiit o«ri (vood)

5 yra.

taok aora ^ yri.

ooash«B 3 jt»,

pariodloal lnvp,

6 aontha

o3-5(£ I/2) Itrao
57.2U 1/4-) o«P«

p3.6( 15/16"P

26.99?1 1/16")

50.6 [2")
50.6 f2-5

Hot allovad

I1BJ11 aound

Eot allond

BTaiUbla*

Coaoheai

General Overhaul i

4 yra. Interaediata

lnap.

1. yr. 4 z after

3 aoBtha

2. yr. 2 x after

6 aontha

i. yr. S i after

6 aontha

freight carat

0.0. after 6 yra.

int. inap, evary

6 aontha

Looo 70-0

■agon 64.5

ooacheai

Oenersi ovtrhaul

after 6 yra.

freight oarai

General ovtrhaul

after 12 yra.

Inteiaadlate inap.

ooaotaai *T»iy yr.

freight oarai

every 2 yra.

64.5

ooaohaai

Tlaual Inap. after

12 aentha. Lifting

of the body

Freight oarai

Oenaral overhaul

•"•ry 4 yra.

after 2 yra.

lifting of tha body

and viaual lB«p. In

running ahad.

60.3(2 3/8")*

30.0

£0,0

35.0

30.0

Hot allond

30.0

30.(

34.925 (1
30.0

.5(24-)
■ 5 (24")

lot allmad

er aouad flumr aound flaBBaf aouod

lo uae of gitnan Hot alloiial
ringa

Inaida (hlftlngt

3.175 bb

Hot allotred outaida ahlftlngi

not allMad

200^

Coaohaai

Qenaral ovtrhaulto yra. Hot svailabls
lot. repair. 2 jtb.

workahop inap, 1 jn.

Freight nara)

inapaotioni every

3 yra. lntanadiate

Inap. every year

64.5 62,; and fi4.5

Hot, availabla

Data not available 10ol§/
e/

100

100

Special ngulationa

araila'bla due to

aararal pointa. Raat

CH-di«oration

Haaaar aound

Data not avallkbla CD Si00retIon

y 1.5 1 groaa weight of tha wagon,

2/ Regarding to B3t Kin. $4 t. It ia however aaauaad that
tha rvaiatanoa la 200 t.

3/ latlBatloB,

4/ Bttiaatlon beoauae CFS la aeaber of the UIO whloh. reqneat 200 t,

5/ a«e dng 2/4219. 1/ C33R - oagone. j/ Sen droe Ho. 255/2'

8/ Braked «ha«lai 35 a*. 15/ Hail oara (■etor) 33 mi - Rail

3/ Only idiaala with ahrunk tyre*, Hheela with glbaon rtnget ,-, -.?*'i,'tI'"11!tf' 35,?U
l^l/S" (28 Vt% ■>) 1& langei 22 an 10 hi under

' * ' ' tread olpole.
13/ ii/ LoooBStlTM 35 "• W BBUaated. Jj/ Depth J aa.

10 fts — fo«/Miil £2/ IWven wheel atta (looonotive*, pall
10.65 aa (25/32-), aaaaured *^ Oara) 60 ».

Bdar .read oirola. i&i S## Om°" teBllW 375.001.
|S/ All data were not officially given by f>

the Railway idninietration.



Nigeria

8RC

Eahoney
Togo

lot allowed

Obana
Iirory Coast

BjUT

Spaoial Hgulstiona

availabla du

aarsral pointb - S»a

CH-diaoratloo

auin__

OBOFOl/

46. aagulationa about broken

«nd oraofced riea of epoked

wheele

41. Regulation about .

idaiMiUi teare In «olld

or wheel diaoa

HI. .hafta

48. Regulation! about
admiaaible tiara ar any

daugel la repairing »/

■Biding adnlsaible? I*a, S

49. Regulation! about grinded
■pota with abarp odgia, fo

inatanoe adni(Bibl* dspth 1.6(1/16")"

Data not available 1

8.5

50. H.gul.tion. about th.
Interval of g»aalng

Long tera grea

Oil bearing!) ifter

] 1/3 nontha

Holler baaringai

freight oarat 3 yra.

ooaotuai ? '

Bagulation

MT T4A

51. Regulation* about toe

BOBiasible highest tempera

ture 01 »bite oetal and

roller baaringa in

operation

Spring!

5!. Esgulationa about tbe

adaiasibla shifting of

icrlnga in til* abrunk

[It Dollar

5J. Do you a*»it any oraolc
or dauge in toe Bain

leaf of a laminated
apring T«, >o

54. Regulations about tbe

adaiaslbla broken laafa
other than the Bain leaf

55. Be«ulation« about

adaiaalbla brolcan or

■iaalng coll apringa)

parti for earring for
the flung of aprlnga,

buoklaa of eu»pen»ion

epringa

56. Dietanoe batvaan tba

ahrunk fit collar of •
laainated (prlog |od

the parta of tbe body

of 2-axla ooaob which are

touohinc the ahrunk fit

Dollar
■in. ■«

Baplaoe iaadlataly

■0 tn axle oare

■o US axle oaxa

Repair

Eapalr aa

poaeible

lfIC-ia«ulationa
la too axle «•*■

ill d»ta Hare not offioiallj gl»en by the Rall««y Adednletratio

0+W dipomtlon.

3/ Ltg > long ten kbit* Mtal heartnga -

Kb - ¥hit» aatal haarinp - Hb - Boiler

4/ aatll aalftlnas allsved: C¥ dlasretlon -
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tank nagona with out

steel bogias min. mm

goode vehiolea .ith o
steal bogies oin. am

Shoo)i ana traction parta

58. Do you admit any alaaing
parta of tee coupling

59. Do youadait brofcaa or

otherwise damaged parta
of the coupling whioh

ooula neutralise the

buffar effect or the lock
of coupling

Brake shoes, brake

ka hoaea

60. Regulations about
admissible damaged or
loosened parta of the

brakea union can endanger

the eafaty of railway

operation or causa other

Co you admit that these

parts have to bo taken
off or tied fast Yas, Bo

e

12

12

6

SRC

• ™ 1——

-35 (iM) together

•T £4")

•7 14")

35(i")

Dahomey

OCDH

aaoa aide 6-10

Togo

eaoh aids (c.
bogieg) 6 mi

open oarai 6.35(i")

ooverad oarai J.175(1

psr eacli aide °

Ouine.

OMcyoy
Ssrugal

0P3

aa-cli aidat dapeoding

on bo^ia ooaatruc-

/

Bapair after
unloading

61. Ara tout oara fitted with
parts to fix non-uMd

braka hoaee T*a,Ho

Dlaaater of n*ln pip» «

62. Ire tout outs fiiad with
an aapt; load brake *jnt»m

las, (To

Bodian of coachea & freight
cara

lea

50.8 (2" 40/49*
Tea ,

40/49*
Yea ,

40/49*

63. Haxinal idniselble length
of teara la ails guarda

64. Maiimil admiasilila length

longitudinal truasaa, Hhiah
are atraloed ay tha attoolt

and traction parts sax. am "

65. Eo jou admit taara in welding
aaana vlilob oonneot longi

tudinal truea*a with eupport-
lng oroaa bars and ails

guidaa with longitudinal

truaaas Yea, Ho Bo

66. Do you adult taara in

Yes,Ho jf0

67. fiegulationa about
»d»iaaible welding of

longitudinal trusses and
bogie fraaea in case of "Biding allowed

damages and fraction*

BagulaUon* abmt teara

in tank oradios and draw
bands

Repair of oradla*

allowed

Era* bands) Hot

allowed

1/ 411 data
by the

2/ C*W diso

Sot allousd

Bleotrio welding

allowed by raplaoe-

■ant of damaged parts

So dr»» banda, o

nut-connsotiona

nly

Electrio welding

allowed by replao

of damagad parta

Hot allowed

Hot allowed

50.8(2-)^

Slaotrie welding

allowance

Welding of draw ba

allowed. Taara in

Bleotrio Molding
allowed,replaaeme

of du&aged parta

Hot allowed

were not officially given

Railway Aitntiniatration.

•ation. Repair with pMoh platea allowed.

V Btaoistar: loalda 40 ■■, oatHi.

4/ C+W discretion. Maiding alloved.

5/ W( diaoration.

6/ C+V dieoretion. Welfllng irtth p.toh plate, allt
1/ 3«e drawlngi *NT 51B.

y Inaida diaawtar.

Allowed if parts
are not of iuport-

ano*

CM diaeration
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n.,-,..^ iHraotlons

fglnal decisions ahould ba
worked out by all govern-

manta r»BT"»nrti«lY railnaja)

69. Regulations about the

loading of gooda

Oovemiiiant deoiaiona

Begulatlons for the tranB-

port of bonded gooda

70. Have you special regula- )
tions about the guides of )

DOirsble parts to sake any

opening or unhinging of

doora or other movable

parts Impossible

Yes, lo

Mo apaoial

ragulationi

o special

>egulationB

Ho speoial

regulation*

Ho spenial

regulations

71. Regulations about loclcine

leals

72. Regulations about openings

ichicli are aeourad by iron

bars, gratings, eto. due

to open apaoea not longer

73. Regulations about th*

transport of bonded goods

E. Technical ■pacifioatlona.

[Final lUolaiona ahould ba

made by the rallwayaT

74. Technioal BpaoifioationB

for the supply

a) of tyrea

b) of rough tyrea fclimen-

sior.s and tolerances)
0) of axles, for rolled

or forged wheal oentre

or oast steel wneel

oantreS} or aolid

of whaeleatB

ipringe

tra

ndsfl

sporta Ko trana

bonded g

Under

for t

Upper Volt

i ports

So transport of

bonded goods

of coupling;

of

einforce

laments

rubber

n)

of brake Bhoea

of painting

of plates, sheets and

sections in weldable

steel

I of rails

I of ateel and concrete

sleepers

) of manganese eteel

castings for pointa

and crossing*

brake hoaa pipes

CAS

equi alent

fioatio

F. TntematiQ"»l regulations

about payments

(Final decision* ahould *
-.^. hy tha govarnaents

nd railM

75. Regulations about pay-

nenta for international

railnay tranaport and

■utual utiliiation of oan

of foreign railway d

Ko intemat

transportB

No intarnat

transports transports

inttrnit

■ansports

Ul date* were

OCIH ia a nanbe

ot officially given by the Hallway Aimini.tration.

of the UIC.
and 225 C/B2Z-0

2ZS C/B23-0

special regula-

n like UIC

Data not availablo No special regula
tion lilte UIC

All goods to and from

Upper Yolta ara carried

as bonded goods.

Spaoial regulations are

existing. Due to new

■agons purchased, which

are different from

existing onoa, RAH askn

the gor. of Upper Volta

for admission of

construetion-

.a) 14.

—/810-2-0

24E/812-2-0

3TU-3KCF/UIC
4.1I/B10-1-0

29-9/B13-O
/

31 F-0/B25-0, B26-0

h) 94 Z>/621-l-°
i) - /45B V-
i) 141 - B

k) 7 B and 1

1) UIC 660

■) UIC 865

n) Spsoial

UAH ia owned V 1-'-- 4
U.V. Cuotonere om i«J

for transports in I.C.
or Upper Volta.

CTT i« member of the UIC

ahortage of financial b

in 1969.

C3SH-3paoial

UIC - apaoial

) Spec egulatlons

Hall transports

ineeal-Kall).

See convention

Senegal - Hall

STU/SSCF

ntion Sena««l

IS 63. Bee

ureae exit is planned
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Necessary border crossing traffic for justifying a gauge
conversion of a whole railway system

(a) Suppositions

The maintenance and running costs for a railway with a gauge width
of 1,000 mm are equal to those of a railway with a guage width of 1,067 mm.
The following calculations are only based on the investment costs for the

conversion.

(b) Formula signs

Ki = Investment costs for gauge conversion of the whole railway system

in USS.

Ky = Capital costs/year = interest + depreciation costs in US$/year.

Tb = Border crossing traffic in tkm/year.

n = Duration of amortization of the investment costs Ki in years.

p = Interst in per cent.

pm = Average yearly interest in per cent under consideration of the

duration of amortization vp n +
2n

r = Net earning/tkm in US ct/tkm = revenues/tkm - costs/tkm of
not converted railway.

Ky = 1_ Ki + pm ki

n 100

Ky = (1 + P (n + 1)) l_Ki US$/year
200 n

T, =100 Ky
D

r

tkm/year

u n 200 r

Example (see diagrams)

p = 5>5 Per cent

n =60 years

r = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7 USct/tkm

T. = 4.4625 Ki_

7

Diagrams 1 and 2 shows the relation between the necessary border
traffic T and the conversion costs Ki with the constant parametres r

(net earning/tkm).
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tkm and that the c

TO. then a torder o^S^ ^mfof^S
necessary to cover the capital cost per year

trafficT^
,etreS Ki

average revenue

then th. net
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diagramme4
Diagram4

CONVERSIONCOSTSOFTHE
WHOLESYSTEM:

1)23MillionUS%(App.3)
2)44••,.

3)75

4)100„

5)300

COUTSOECONVERSIONDE
tENSEMBLEDURESEAU
ENMILLIONS

AVERAGEREVENUE/
PERTONKM
EARH(1966):TONNE/KM
1,8USct/tkm/cfE

0.)

GAINNETCENTS
NETEARNINGr

0,2

EUPARtkm
USct/tkm
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ProposalforInter-Africanrollingstocknumbering

ofseries)

A.CAPITALS

(1)Opencars

EStandardtype

possibletodumpovertheendandthesideswith2axles

orbogies

FSpecialtypewith2axlesorbogies

(2)Coveredcars

GStandardtypewith8andmoreventilationshutterswith

2axlesorbogies

HSpecialtypewith2axlesorbogies

IRefrigeratorwagonmediumisolation,floorgratesand

iceboxesof3.5m3andmorewithindependentaxles

orbogies

(3)Flatcars

(a)withindependentaxles

KStandardtypewith2axles,lengthofloadoverL^metrel/
withmovablewallsandshortstanchions,loadlimitw1

tonsl/orexceeding

LSpecialtype

loadlimitWtonsl/orexceeding

(b)withbogies

EStandardtype

lengthofloadL~metres\J(L£"^>L^)

withmovableandwallsandstanchions

loadlimit2x\Ltonsl/orexceeding

SSpecialtype

loadlimit2xWtonsl/orexceeding

l/Tobedecidedbytherailways,
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(4)Openandversatileflatcars

0Standardtype

with2axles,lengthofloadoverLmetresl/withmovable

wallsandstanchions.Loadlimit¥tonsl/orexceeding.

(5)Coveredcarswithroofswhichcouldbeopened

Twithaheightofdoorsupto1.90m

with2axlessloadlimitWtonsl/orexceeding

withbogiessloadlimit2xWtonsl/orexceeding

(6)Othercars

USpecialtypesforthetransportoffluid,gaseousand

powderygoods,whicharenotcoveredbythesignsof

seriesF,H,LorSwith2axles;loadlimitVLtonsl/

orexceedingwithbogies:loadlimit2xWtonsl/

orexceeding

B.SMALLLETTERS

Smallletters

a

aa

Inconnectionwith

capitals

E,F,G,H,I,T,U

L,0

S

L

S

F

G,H

T

Meaning

withbogies

113axles

"6axles

"4axles

"8axlesandmore

Highcapacitywagonswithmore

thanCm1/loadingcapacity

andindependentaxles.

Highcapacitvwagonswithmore

thanC1/mloadingcapacity
andindependentaxles(CL\C'

^2--'1'

Highcapacitywagonswithmore

thanC^1/m^loadingcapacity

andindependentaxles(C\C>

1/Tobedecidedbytherailways.



Smallletters

bb

cc

ee

f

S

Inconnectionwith

capitals

J

K

LjS

T

H,T

J

L,S

U

H

D,F,T,U

H

I

H

T

U

H

F,H,I,L,S,T,U

GsH,T,U

I

GsH

E/CN.14/TEANS/40
Appendix8

Page3

Meaning

withgreatloadingareaofat

leastl/fmwithindependent

axles

withlongstanchions

containercarriers

withverylargeloadingareas

overf?l/m2withindependent

axles(f-,<Cf2^

withdoorsattheheadsofthe

cars

withhooksformeat

withswivellingbolster

withfacilitiesforunloading"by

compressedair

withdoorsattheheadsofthe

carsandinsideequipmentfor

transportofroadcars

withself-unloadingbygravity

withbottomtraps

forseafish

withtwofloors

doubledeckercarsfortransport

ofroadunits

heightofdoorsover1,90m

forcement

withmorethantwofloors

fitforferryboattraffic

forgrains

refrigeratorwagonwithpowerunit

forvegetablewithadditional

ventilationshuttersnearthefloor

withthickisolation

l/Tobedecidedbytherailways.
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Smallletters

h

i

m

Inconnectionwith

capitals

U

H,T

U

E,F,G,H

T,U

K,L,0

RjS

E

G

K,Es0,S

E

Meaning

forfluidandgaseousgoods

withsidewallswhichcan"be

opened

wellwagon

with2axles:loadlimitunder

W^tonsl/withbogies:load

limitunder2xW.tonsl/

withindependentaxles;load

limtunderW2tonsl/(¥„</W)

withbogies:loadlimitunder

2xWtonsl/

loadlimitunderK.tonsj^/

loadlimitunder2xW1tonsl/

notfitforsidedumping

withlessthan8ventilation

shutters

insulatedwagonwithouticeboxes

withstanchions

with2axlesslengthofload

underL-.metresl/(L<^L<^L) -.metresl/(L<^L

withbogiesslengthofloadunder

Lmetresl/

with2axles;lengthofloadunder

L4metresl/(L3<L4<^^)

withbogies:lengthofloadunder

L5metresl/

K,0

withindependentaxles:load

areaunderfgm2(f<^"f)\J

lengthofloadfromL.toL..metresl/

l/Tobedecidedbytherailways,



Smallletters

m(Cont!d)

mm

s

ss

t

zz

Inconnectionwith

capitals

E

I,0

R

E

I

K

R

I

K,L,S

R

allcapitals

allcapitals

KjLtR)S

L,S

F

E/CN.14/TRANS/4O
Appendix8

Page5

Meaning

lengthofloadfromLctoL-metresl/

lengthofloadunderLmetres

lengthofloadunderL.-metres
5

notfittodumpovertheheads

withiceboxesunder3-5m

withfixedwalls

withfixedendwalls

withoutfloorgrates

withoutwalls

withoutendwalls

max.speed100km/h

max.speed120km/h

loadingovertheendofcarBsload

widthunderLgmetresl/(L

piggybackcars

carswithsmalltroughs

\]Tobedecidedbytherailways.
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PROPOSALFORADMISSIBLELOADEXTENSIONS

ABOVETHEHEADSTOCKSOFWAGONS

PROPOSITIONENVUEDELALLONGEMENTPERMIS

DUCHARGEMENTAU-DESSUSDELATRAVERSE

EXTREMEDESWAGONS




